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1 Introduction
The production of a W boson in association with a single charm quark in proton-proton col-
lisions is described at leading order (LO) in perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD)
by the scattering of a gluon and a down-type quark (d, s, b). The relative contribution
from each of the three families in the initial state is determined by the parton distribution
functions (PDF) of the proton and by the quark-mixing matrix elements Vcd, Vcs and Vcb.
In proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7 TeV, gs → W−c and
gs¯ → W+c¯ production channels are dominant, while the reaction initiated by a d-quark
contributes about 10% [1], being suppressed by the quark-mixing matrix element Vcd. The
contribution of processes that include b-quarks is negligible. The next-to-leading-order
(NLO) QCD terms [2] are dominated by one-loop corrections to the subprocess gs→ Wc
and the tree-level 2→ 3 processes gg → sWc and qs→ qWc. Processes with charm quarks
in the initial state are not considered for this analysis as explained in section 9.2. Since the
gs→Wc process and its higher-order corrections are dominant, the pp→WcX production
is directly sensitive to the s-quark distribution function in the proton at momentum-transfer
values on the order of the W -boson mass (mW ).
The s-quark PDF has been determined by neutrino-nucleon deep inelastic scattering
(DIS) experiments [3, 4] at momentum transfer squared Q2 ∼ 10 GeV2 and momentum
fraction x ∼ 0.1. However, the interpretation of these data is sensitive to the modelling
of c-quark fragmentation and nuclear corrections; some analyses [5–7] indicate that the s-
quark sea is suppressed relative to the d-quark sea at all values of x while others [8] suggest
that SU(3) symmetry is restored as x decreases. A recent joint analysis of inclusive W and
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Z production data from ATLAS at Q2 ∼ m2W and DIS data from HERA has bolstered
the case for an SU(3)-symmetric sea at x ∼ 0.01 [9]. The main result of that analysis was
obtained under the assumption that the s- and s-quark distributions are equal. However,
fits to the neutrino DIS data from NuTeV [4, 5, 10] prefer a small asymmetry between the
s and s sea.
The possibility of using W + c events as probes of the strange-quark distribution func-
tion has been discussed for some time [11, 12]. While the cross section for this process was
measured with a precision of 20–30% at the Tevatron [13–15], the large production rates
available at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) provide the first opportunity for a measure-
ment with sufficient precision to constrain the s-quark PDF at x ∼ 0.01. A measurement
of the W + c production cross-section at the LHC was performed recently by CMS [16] and
exploited to constrain the s-quark PDF in ref. [17].
This paper presents a measurement of the production of a W boson in association with
a single charm quark using 4.6 fb−1 of pp collision data at
√
s = 7 TeV collected with the
ATLAS detector at the LHC in 2011. In events where a W boson decays to an electron or
muon, the charm quark is tagged either by the presence of a jet of particles containing its
semileptonic decay to a muon (hereafter referred to as a soft muon) or by the presence of
a charmed hadron reconstructed in the decay modes D+ → K−pi+pi+ and D∗+ → D0pi+
with D0 → K−pi+, D0 → K−pi+pi0 or D0 → K−pi+pi−pi+, and their charge conjugates.
The relative sign of the charges of the W boson and the soft muon, or the D(∗) meson,1
is exploited to reduce the backgrounds substantially. In W + c production, the final-state
W boson is always accompanied by a charm quark with charge of opposite sign, that is
W+ + c or W− + c. The soft muon and the D(∗) meson have the same-sign charge as
the charm quark and thus a charge opposite to the W boson and its corresponding decay
lepton. Requiring the W boson and the soft muon or D(∗) meson to be of opposite charge
therefore selects the W + c signal with very high purity. Most backgrounds are evenly
distributed between events with opposite-sign (OS) and same-sign (SS) charge. Therefore,
an important strategy used in this analysis is to determine the W + c yields by measuring
the difference between the number of opposite-sign and same-sign charge events (OS–SS).
Since the kinematics of pair-produced charm and anti-charm quarks are the same, the
pair-produced quarks do not contribute to distributions formed from OS–SS events.
The integrated and differential cross sections as a function of the pseudorapidity of
the lepton from the W -boson decay are measured for the fiducial region defined by lepton
transverse momentum p`T > 20 GeV and pseudorapidity |η`| < 2.5,2 neutrino transverse
momentum pνT > 25 GeV and W -boson transverse mass m
W
T > 40 GeV.
3
1Throughout this paper, D(∗) refers to D∗± and D±.
2ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in
the centre of the detector and the z-axis coinciding with the axis of the beam pipe. The x-axis points from
the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r,φ) are used
in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined
in terms of the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2).
3mWT is defined as m
W
T =
√
2p`TE
miss
T (1− cos∆φ) where ∆φ is the azimuthal separation between the
directions of the lepton and the missing momentum in the transverse plane.
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The two tagging methods are sensitive to different charm-quark kinematic regions and
have different dominant systematic uncertainties. In the analysis referred to as the Wc-jet
analysis, the selection requires that a soft muon is associated with a jet reconstructed in
the calorimeter with a minimum transverse momentum pT > 25 GeV and pseudorapidity
|η| < 2.5. The cross section is evaluated for the production of a W boson in association
with a particle-level jet containing a weakly decaying charmed hadron with pT > 5 GeV and
within a cone of ∆R =
√
(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2 = 0.3 from the jet axis as described in section 7.1.
In addition, the cross section is reported in a fiducial region where the above mentioned
charmed hadron is required to decay semileptonically to a muon with pµT > 4 GeV and
pseudorapidity |ηµ| < 2.5 with ∆R < 0.5 from the jet axis.
The analysis referred to as the WD(∗) analysis does not require a reconstructed
calorimeter jet and is thus sensitive to charmed hadrons from c-quarks at lower trans-
verse momenta. Differential cross sections are measured separately as a function of the
D(∗)-meson transverse momentum pD(∗)T and of the pseudorapidity of the lepton from the
W -boson decay |η`|. The data are then integrated and the fiducial cross section is measured
for D(∗) mesons with pD(∗)T > 8 GeV and |ηD
(∗) | < 2.2.
The measurements are performed separately for events with a positively and a nega-
tively charged W boson, and the ratio
R±c ≡ σ(W+ + c)/σ(W− + c)
is also measured. All measurements are compared to predictions of NLO QCD calculations
obtained with various PDF sets and the sensitivity to the choice of PDFs is presented.
2 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector is described in detail in ref. [18]. The inner detector (ID) is used
to measure the momenta and trajectories of charged particles. The ID has full coverage
in the azimuthal angle φ and over the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5. It consists of three
subsystems: a silicon-pixel detector, a silicon-strip tracker (SCT) and a transition-radiation
straw-tube tracker (TRT). These detectors are located inside a solenoid that provides a
2 T axial field. The ID barrel (end-caps) consists of three (2× 3) pixel layers, four (2× 9)
double-layers of single-sided silicon strips with a 40 mrad stereo angle, and 73 (2 × 160)
layers of TRT straws. These detectors have position resolutions of typically 10, 17 and 130
µm in the azimuthal (rφ) coordinate and, in the case of the pixel and SCT, 115 and 580 µm,
respectively, for the second measured coordinate (z). A track from a particle traversing
the barrel detector has typically 11 silicon hits (3 pixel clusters and 8 strip clusters), and
more than 30 straw hits.
The electromagnetic calorimeters use liquid argon as the active detector medium. They
consist of accordion-shaped electrodes and lead absorbers, and are divided into one barrel
(|η| < 1.475) and two end-cap components (1.375 < |η| < 3.2). The technology used for
the hadronic calorimeters varies with η. In the barrel region (|η| < 1.7), the detector is
made of scintillator tiles with steel absorbers. In the end-cap region (1.5 < |η| < 3.2), the
detector uses liquid argon and copper. A forward calorimeter consisting of liquid argon and
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tungsten/copper absorbers has both electromagnetic and hadronic sections, and extends
the coverage to |η| < 4.9.
The muon spectrometer (MS) contains one barrel and two end-cap air-core toroid
magnets, each consisting of eight superconducting coils arranged symmetrically in azimuth,
and surrounding the calorimeter. Three layers of precision tracking stations, consisting of
drift tubes and cathode strip chambers, provide precise muon momentum measurements
over the range |η| < 2.7. Resistive plate and thin-gap chambers provide muon triggering
capability over the range |η| < 2.4.
The ATLAS trigger consists of three levels of event selection: a first level implemented
using custom-made electronics, which selects events at a design rate of at most 75 kHz, and
two successive software-based higher levels using fast online algorithms for the second level
and reconstruction software which is close to the oﬄine algorithms for the third level.
3 Data and Monte Carlo samples
This analysis is based on data collected with the ATLAS detector in the year 2011 during
periods with stable pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV in which all relevant detector components
are fully operational. The resulting data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity
of 4.6 fb−1 with an uncertainty of 1.8% [19].
MC samples are used to compute efficiencies, to model kinematic distributions of signal
and background processes and to interpret the results. The signal is defined to be the
production of a W boson in association with a single charm quark. Background processes
include the production of W+light jets (i.e. light-quark and gluon jets, hereafter referred
to as W+light), W + cc and W + bb, while the contribution from W + b production is
negligible. Z+jets (including γ∗+jets), top-quark pairs, single top quarks, dibosons and
multijet events also contribute to the background.
The WD(∗) signal events are generated with Pythia 6.423 [20] where the EvtGen [21]
program is used to model the charm decays. The CTEQ6L1 PDF [22] is used for all LO
MC generators.
W bosons produced in association with c-jets, b-jets and light jets are generated sep-
arately using Alpgen 2.13 [23] interfaced to Herwig 6.520 [24] for the parton shower
and hadronisation, as well as Jimmy 4.31 [25] for the underlying event. Exclusive samples
with zero to four additional partons and an inclusive sample with five or more additional
partons are used. Overlaps between different Alpgen samples with heavy-flavour quarks
originating from the matrix element and from the parton shower are removed. In addition,
the MLM [26] matching scheme is applied to remove overlaps between events with the same
parton multiplicity generated by the matrix element or the parton shower.
A dedicated sample generated with Alpgen and Pythia for the parton shower and
hadronisation is used for the W boson plus c-jet signal process. In this sample, the frag-
mentation fractions are reweighted to those derived from the combination of measurements
in e+e− and ep collisions [27], the momentum fraction of c-hadrons is reweighted to that
given by Herwig++ 2.6.3 [28], the semileptonic branching ratios of c-hadrons are rescaled
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to the world average values [29] and the distribution of the momentum of outgoing muons
in the c-hadron rest frame is reweighted to that provided by EvtGen.
Inclusive W production is generated using the Powheg r1556 [30–33] generator in-
terfaced to Pythia for parton shower, hadronisation and underlying-event modelling. For
systematic studies, samples generated using Powheg or MC@NLO 4.01 [34], where the
parton shower and hadronisation are modelled by Herwig and the underlying event by
Jimmy, are used. The CT10 [8] PDF is used for the NLO matrix-element calculations,
while showering is performed with the CTEQ6L1 PDF.
Background from Z+jets events is generated with Alpgen interfaced to Herwig and
Jimmy using the same configuration as for W+jets events. For the diboson backgrounds
(WW , WZ and ZZ), MC samples generated with Herwig are used. The tt background
is obtained from the MC@NLO generator with Herwig used for the parton shower and
hadronisation, while single-top production is based on the Acer 3.7 [35] MC generator
(interfaced to Pythia) in the t-channel, and MC@NLO in the s-channel and for associ-
ated production with a W boson. When Pythia or Herwig is used, Tauola [36] and
Photos [37] are employed to model the decay of τ -leptons and the radiation of photons,
respectively.
The background processes are normalised to NNLO predictions for inclusive W , Z
and tt production [38, 39] and to NLO predictions for the other processes [40, 41]. The
properties of the multijet background events are determined using data-driven techniques.
Multiple pp collisions per bunch crossing (pileup) are modelled by overlaying minimum-
bias events generated using Pythia with the hard process.
The MC events are passed through a detailed simulation of the ATLAS detector re-
sponse [42] based on GEANT4 [43].
4 Object reconstruction and W -boson selection
W bosons are reconstructed in their leptonic decay channels, W → eν and W → µν. While
the WD(∗) and Wc-jet analyses share a common selection strategy for the W bosons, the
selection requirements are optimised separately for the two analyses to better suppress the
respective backgrounds. The measured cross sections for the two analyses are extrapolated
to a common fiducial region of W -boson kinematics (see section 7).
Data used for this analysis are triggered either by a single-muon trigger with a require-
ment on the pseudorapidity of |ηµ| < 2.4 and on the transverse momentum of pµT > 18 GeV,
or by a single-electron trigger with pseudorapidity coverage of |ηe| < 2.47 and a threshold
for the transverse momentum peT of 20 GeV or 22 GeV, depending on the data-taking period.
Events are required to have at least one vertex. The vertex with the highest sum of the
squared transverse momenta of the associated tracks is selected as the primary vertex. Jets
are reconstructed with the FastJet package [44] which uses the infrared- and collinear-safe
anti-kt algorithm [45] with radius parameter R = 0.4. The input from the calorimeter is
based on three-dimensional topological clusters [46] and jet energies are calibrated using
the EM+JES scheme [47]. The presence of neutrinos is inferred from the missing transverse
momentum. The magnitude (EmissT ) and azimuthal direction are measured from the vector
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sum of the transverse momenta of calibrated physics objects [48]. Low-pT tracks are used
to recover soft particles which are not measured in the calorimeters [49].
Exactly one lepton fulfilling the isolation requirements discussed below is allowed in
each event. Events with additional isolated electrons or muons are vetoed to suppress back-
ground from Z and tt¯ events. The selection applied to veto leptons is looser than the one
used for signal leptons to ensure higher background rejection. Trigger and reconstruction
scale factors are applied to the MC simulation so that the simulation efficiencies match
those measured in data.
4.1 W → eν
Electrons with transverse momentum peT > 25 GeV and in the pseudorapidity range |ηe| <
2.47, excluding the calorimeter transition region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52, are selected. Electrons
are required to satisfy the “tight” identification criteria described in ref. [50].
In the WD(∗) analysis, stringent requirements on the electron isolation and track im-
pact parameter are applied in order to reject electrons from multijet background events.
The WD(∗) analysis uses track- and calorimeter-based isolation requirements: the track-
based isolation criterion requires the sum of transverse momenta, Σ∆R<0.4p
track
T , of tracks
with ptrackT > 1 GeV within a cone of radius ∆R = 0.4 around the electron’s direction to
be less than 10% of the electron’s transverse momentum. The track associated with the
electron is excluded from the calculation of the isolation requirement. The calorimeter-
based isolation requirement is analogously defined as the sum of transverse energies in the
calorimeter cells (including electromagnetic and hadronic sections, and excluding contri-
butions from the electron itself), Σ∆R<0.4E
cells
T , and is required to be less than 40% of p
e
T.
To improve the measurement of the electron track parameters, tracks associated with the
electron are refitted by the Gaussian Sum Filter described in ref. [51] which takes into ac-
count bremsstrahlung effects. The transverse impact parameter significance is required to
be |d0|/σ(d0) < 3, where σ(d0) is the uncertainty on the measured d0, and the longitudinal
impact parameter is required to be |z0| < 1 mm.
The Wc-jet analysis uses only a calorimeter-based isolation requirement,
Σ∆R<0.3E
cells
T < 3 GeV. The electron must be separated by ∆R > 0.5 from any jet. In
both analyses, a minimum EmissT of 25 GeV and a minimum m
W
T of 40 GeV are required.
4.2 W → µν
Muon candidates are formed from associated tracks in the ID and the MS that are combined
using a χ2-matching procedure [52, 53]. Muons are required to have pµT > 20 GeV and a
pseudorapidity range |ηµ| < 2.4. The set of ID hit requirements described in [54] together
with an additional condition of at least one hit in the first pixel layer is applied to select
high-quality tracks.
The WD(∗) analysis uses a selection on the longitudinal impact parameter |z0| <
1 mm to remove muons from cosmic-ray background. In order to suppress background
from heavy-flavour decays, the muon is required to have a transverse impact parameter
satisfying |d0|/σ(d0) < 2.5 and track- and calorimeter-based isolation requirements are
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applied: Σ∆R<0.4p
track
T < 0.1 · pµT and Σ∆R<0.4EcellsT < 0.2 · pµT , where the contribution
from the muon itself is excluded.
The Wc-jet analysis also uses a combination of track- and calorimeter-based isolation:
Σ∆R<0.3p
track
T is required to be less than 2.5 GeV and Σ∆R<0.2E
cells
T to be less than 4 GeV.
Additionally, muons must be separated by ∆R > 0.4 from any jet with pT > 25 GeV.
The WD(∗) analysis requires a minimum EmissT of 25 GeV and m
W
T is required to be
greater than 40 GeV. A lower EmissT threshold of 20 GeV is applied in the Wc-jet anal-
ysis. However, a more stringent mWT requirement of 60 GeV is imposed to improve the
suppression of the multijet background.
5 Event yields for WD(∗) final states
The measurement of the cross section for the production of a single charmed meson in
association with a W boson proceeds as follows. First, leptonic W -boson decays are se-
lected as described in section 4. The inclusive W yield is then determined for each lepton
species and each charge separately. Second, in events satisfying the W selection criteria,
D(∗) mesons are reconstructed for the decay modes D+ → K−pi+pi+ and D∗+ → D0pi+ with
D0 → K−pi+, D0 → K−pi+pi0, and D0 → K−pi+pi−pi+. Third, distributions of the mass
(for the D) or the mass difference ∆m = m(D∗) −m(D0) (for the D∗) are formed in the
OS and SS samples. Fourth, the charge correlation between the lepton and the D(∗) meson
is exploited to extract the single-charm component by forming the OS–SS mass or mass
difference distributions. Fifth, the WD(∗) yield is extracted for each decay mode in bins
of pD
(∗)
T or |η`| by fitting the mass or mass difference distribution in OS–SS events after
combining the electron and muon channels. The raw yields are then corrected for detector
acceptance, reconstruction efficiency and migration due to finite pD
(∗)
T resolution as dis-
cussed in section 7. The corrected results are presented as ratios of the WD(∗) production
cross section to the inclusive W production cross section, that is σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗))/σfid(W ).
In addition, the cross-section ratio R±c is calculated.
Finally, the inclusive W → eν and W → µν cross sections, which are measured
with different fiducial requirements, are corrected to a common kinematic region and com-
bined. The inclusive W cross section is used to obtain fully corrected measurements of
σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗)).
5.1 Determination of inclusive W yields
The inclusive W → µν and W → eν yields are determined from the number of data events
passing the event selection after subtracting the expected background contributions. The
backgrounds from real leptons are estimated from simulation. Among these sources of
backgrounds, the contributions from the W → τν and Z → `` channels are dominant
and amount to 1.8(2.8)% and 1.2(3.6)% of the total yield in the electron(muon) channel,
respectively. Contributions from tt, single-top and diboson channels are small, at the level
of 0.4%.
The background from multijet events is important due to the large production cross
section. In the electron channel, multijet events pass the electron selection due to misiden-
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tified hadrons, converted photons and semileptonic heavy-flavour decays. In the muon
channel, muons from heavy-flavour decays as well as decays in flight of pions and kaons
are the dominant sources. Since predictions for the normalisation and the composition
of these backgrounds suffer from large uncertainties, data-driven techniques are applied.
To minimize systematic uncertainties arising from correlations between EmissT and m
W
T in
the multijet background, the signal yields are derived from binned maximum-likelihood
fits [55] of templates to the EmissT distributions in a expanded sample obtained by removing
the requirements on EmissT and m
W
T . These fits discriminate the electroweak and top-quark
processes from the multijet background. W yields in the signal region are determined from
the fitted yield at EmissT > 25 GeV after removing electroweak and top-quark background
events and applying a small correction for the efficiency of the mWT requirement.
4
The templates for electroweak and top-quark events are taken from simulation and the
relative normalisations of the individual processes are fixed according to the corresponding
cross sections. The multijet templates are derived from data in a control region defined
like the signal region except that the lepton transverse impact parameter requirement is
reversed, the lepton transverse momentum requirement is lowered, and no requirement is
imposed on EmissT or m
W
T . This selection defines a region orthogonal to the signal region and
enriches the heavy-flavour content in the sample. The contamination from electroweak and
top-quark events in the control region is estimated from MC simulation and subtracted.
The resulting fits, presented in figure 1, show that the template predictions provide a good
description of the data. The stability of the fit result is verified by repeating the fits with
varied bin width and fit ranges.
The size of the multijet background in the signal region is 3.1(4.2)% for W+(W−) in
the electron channel and 2.0(3.0)% for W+(W−) in the muon channel. The reconstructed
inclusive W yields after background subtraction are 6.9 · 106 for W+ → e+ν, 4.7 · 106 for
W− → e−ν, 9.3 ·106 for W+ → µ+ν and 6.0 ·106 for W− → µ−ν. The maximum-likelihood
fits are also performed in four bins of |η`|.
Systematic effects arising from the modelling of the electroweak and top-quark event
template shapes are investigated by studying the dependence of the fit result on the choice
of generator and PDF set. The uncertainty in the multijet template shapes is determined
using alternative control region definitions in data and in simulation. Systematic uncer-
tainties on the extrapolation to the signal region are assessed by comparing the efficiencies
of the mWT requirement produced by different generators and different hadronisation and
underlying event models. The systematic uncertainty due to the MC-based subtraction
of the electroweak and top-quark backgrounds is taken into account by propagating the
corresponding cross-section uncertainties. These studies result in a relative systematic un-
certainty with respect to the number of W candidates of 2.6(0.8)% for the electron(muon)
channel and 1.3% for the combined measurement.
5.2 D-meson selection
Charmed hadrons from events passing the W selection are reconstructed in the decay
modes D+ → K−pi+pi+ and D∗+ → D0pi+ with D0 → K−pi+, D0 → K−pi+pi0 or D0 →
4The efficiency of the mWT > 40 GeV requirement in signal events is determined from simulation and
amounts to 98%.
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Figure 1. Result of the binned maximum-likelihood fit to the EmissT distribution forW
+ → e+ν (top
left), W− → e−ν (top right), W+ → µ+ν (bottom left) and W− → µ−ν (bottom right). The data
are shown by filled markers and the fit result by the solid line. The multijet template, normalised
according to the fit result, is shown by the filled histogram. The shape of the distribution for the
electroweak and top-quark processes is obtained from simulation. Electroweak processes include
W , Z and diboson processes.
K−pi+pi−pi+ and their charge conjugates. The selection is optimised to maximise the
signal-to-background ratio using simulated events. D(∗) candidates are reconstructed from
good-quality tracks within |η| < 2.5. Each track is required to have at least six hits in the
SCT and to have a hit in the innermost layer of the pixel detector unless it passes through
a region where no hit is expected. Only tracks with no more than one missing pixel or
SCT hit are used. A requirement of |z0| sin θ < 15 mm is applied to suppress background
from pileup events. No requirement on the track impact parameter in the transverse plane
is applied to avoid any bias in the selection of tracks coming from a displaced D-meson
decay vertex.
The D0(D+) candidates are reconstructed from tracks with pT > 500 (800) MeV. The
track associated with the lepton from the decay of the W boson is excluded. Sets of tracks
with the appropriate charge combination in a cone of ∆R = 0.6 are fit to a common vertex
hypothesis in three dimensions. All possible pion or kaon mass assignments are considered
for the tracks. The vertex fit is required to have χ2 < 5. Vertex candidates are retained if
their distance to the primary vertex in the transverse plane, Lxy, is greater than 0 (1) mm
for D0 (D+) candidates. The transverse impact parameter of the candidate’s flight path
with respect to the primary vertex is required to fulfil the requirement |d0| < 1 mm. A
relaxed requirement of |d0| < 10 mm is applied in the D0 → K−pi+pi0 mode, since, in
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this channel, the impact parameter distribution is distorted due to the pi0 meson, which
is not reconstructed. Combinatorial background in the D+ reconstruction is reduced by
requiring cos θ∗(K) > −0.8 where θ∗(K) is the angle between the kaon in the Kpipi rest
frame and the Kpipi line of flight in the laboratory frame. D+ candidates with m(Kpipi)−
m(Kpi) < 180 MeV are rejected5 to suppress background from D∗ decays. Background
from D+s → φpi+ → (K+K−)pi+ is significantly reduced by removing any D+ candidate
containing a pair of oppositely charged particles with an invariant mass within 8 MeV of
the nominal φ mass [29] when the kaon mass hypothesis is assumed for both tracks.
For the D∗ channel, suitable ranges are selected in the m(D0) invariant mass spectrum:
m(Kpi(pipi)) is required to be within 40 MeV of the nominal D0 mass [29] for the D0 →
K−pi+(pi−pi+) channels, while the D0 → K−pi+pi0 decay is reconstructed from the satellite
peak [56] at 1.5 GeV< m(Kpi) < 1.7 GeV. An additional track (pi+slow) with pT > 400 MeV,
|d0| < 1 mm and charge opposite to the kaon is used to form D∗+ → D0pi+ candidates. In
order to reduce combinatorial background, an isolation requirement of pT(D
0)/ΣpT > 0.5 is
imposed where the sum runs over all tracks with pT > 500 MeV in a cone of radius ∆R = 0.4
around the D0 candidate. Duplicate removal is performed in the D0 → K−pi+pi−pi+
channel: if two or more D∗ candidates share the same pi+slow track as well as two tracks
from the decay of the associatedD0, only the candidate with the mass closest to the nominal
D0 mass is retained. Finally, kinematic requirements of pD
(∗)
T > 8 GeV and |ηD
(∗) | < 2.2
are applied.
If several D(∗) candidates are found in an event, all of them are used for the inclusive
cross-section measurement. They enter the OS or SS samples, depending on the charge of
the charmed meson and of the W -boson candidate. The fraction of events with multiple
candidates is about 10% for D+ → K−pi+pi+, D0 → K−pi+ and D0 → K−pi+pi0 and about
30% for D0 → K−pi+pi−pi+.
For illustration, the ∆m distribution for D∗+ → D0pi+ → (K−pi+)pi+ events is shown
in figure 2 for OS and SS events passing the WD(∗) selection in data and is compared to
simulation. The simulation provides a good description of the data. The difference in nor-
malisation is less than the uncertainty on the normalisations of the simulated backgrounds.
The dominant background is from W+light events. All other background sources are small
and further reduced after the OS–SS subtraction.
5.3 Determination of OS− SS yields
In order to suppress background contributions, the charge correlation of the WD(∗) signal
process is exploited by measuring the number of OS–SS events (NOS–SS). The remaining
background after the OS–SS subtraction is predominantly W+light events in which the
OS/SS asymmetry is due to the correlation of the charge of the W boson and the associated
quark, and to the charge conservation among the fragmentation products of the quark. A
smaller contribution is from top-quark events and semileptonic decays in cc/bb events with
a D meson from the charm hadronisation. The fraction of WD(∗) events with W → τν
5Here the mass difference is calculated for both pion candidates and the D+ candidate is rejected if
either combination fulfils the requirement.
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Figure 2. Reconstructed ∆m = m(D∗) −m(D0) distributions in OS (left) and SS (right) events
passing the selection forD∗± → D0pi± → (K∓pi±)pi±. The data distributions are shown by the filled
markers. The coloured stacked histograms represent the predictions for the signal and background
processes. The predictions are obtained from simulation, except for the multijet background, which
is estimated from the data control region with semileptonic b-quark decays. The difference in
normalisation between data and predictions is consistent with the uncertainty on the background
normalisations.
is determined from simulation to be 2.5% and is subtracted from the number of signal
events. All other backgrounds are negligible after the OS–SS subtraction. The WD(∗)
yields in OS–SS events are obtained from fits to the mass (for the D meson) or ∆m (for
the D∗ meson) distributions. In the fit, template histograms from a data control region
are used to model the signal shape and functional forms are used for the combinatorial
background. The data control regions and the fitting methodology are discussed in the
following sections.
In contrast to the combinatorial background, top-quark and heavy-flavour production
include real D mesons that produce a peak in the signal region of the mass distribution
and requires special treatment. The background from top-quark events is estimated from
MC simulation. The background from heavy-flavour production in OS–SS events depends
on the relative contributions from cc and bb events and is estimated using a data-driven
technique. The peaking backgrounds are subtracted from the fitted WD(∗) yields as out-
lined below.
5.3.1 Fits to ∆m and m(D) distributions
Signal templates. The signal templates for the m(D) and ∆m distributions are ob-
tained from a data control region dominated by events with semileptonic b-quark decays.
Due to the abundant production of bb pairs, this control region provides a large sample of
D-meson decays with similar decay kinematics to the signal events and is thus well suited
for this purpose. Semileptonic b-quark decays are characterised by non-isolated leptons
with lower pT and lower E
miss
T than in signal events. Furthermore, the decay products of
b-quarks tend to be collimated within a jet and the average spatial separation between the
lepton and the D meson from the b-quark decay is thus smaller than in WD(∗) events.
The control sample with semileptonic b-quark decays is selected in the muon channel. The
muon selection follows the signal selection but with the isolation and impact parameter
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Figure 3. Reconstructed m(D) and ∆m = m(D∗) − m(D0) distributions in the sample with
semileptonic b-quark decays for D± → K∓pi±pi±(top left), D∗± → D0pi± → (K∓pi±)pi± (top right),
D∗± → D0pi± → (K∓pi±pi0)pi± (bottom left) and D∗± → D0pi± → (K∓pi±pi∓pi±)pi± (bottom
right). The data distributions are shown by the filled markers. The solid line represents the shape
of the combinatorial background that is subtracted in order to obtain the signal templates for the
fits to the WD(∗) signal region. The combinatorial background is normalised in the sidebands of the
m(D) and ∆m distributions indicated by the vertical lines. The lower panels show the statistical
significance of the deviations of the fit from the data in the sideband region.
requirements removed and with a lower muon momentum requirement of pµT > 18 GeV.
In addition, the EmissT and m
W
T requirements are inverted to make the control region or-
thogonal to the signal region. Other selection criteria are identical to those applied to the
WD(∗) signal sample. The muon and the reconstructed D(∗) candidate are required to be
within ∆R(µ,D(∗)) < 1 and to have an invariant mass consistent with a B-meson decay,
m(µD(∗)) < 5 GeV. Finally, the muon and the D(∗) are required to have opposite charge.
The mass distributions of reconstructed D candidates in the control region as well as
the ∆m distributions for D∗ candidates are shown in figure 3. The template histograms
used for the fit in the WD(∗) signal region are obtained from these distributions by subtract-
ing the combinatorial background. The continuously falling spectrum of the combinatorial
background in the D channel is described by a second-order polynomial with parameters
extracted from a fit to the mass sidebands. In the D∗ channel, events with a wrong-sign
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soft-pion track are used to model the shape of the combinatorial background in the ∆m
distribution. In this configuration, the soft pion has the same charge as the muon and
the kaon. The normalisation of the combinatorial background is obtained in the region
of high ∆m where the signal contribution is negligible. Appropriate template predictions
are obtained for each bin in pD
(∗)
T and for each charge. For the fits in bins of |η`|, the
signal templates are obtained from the inclusive sample. The procedure used to derive the
D∗ templates from data in events with semileptonic b-quark decays removes combinatorial
background but can potentially retain events from other D-meson decay modes which can
produce broad reflections at low ∆m. Since these reflections cannot be discriminated ef-
ficiently from the reconstructed signal, they are treated as signal events in the fits. The
effect of these reflections on the fitted yields is later included as part of the calculation of
the reconstruction efficiency.
Shape of combinatorial background. The shape of the combinatorial background in
the signal region due to W+light production is determined in a control region defined
by Lxy < −1 (0) mm for D(D∗) decays. A functional form is used to fit the shape of
the background in the W+light control region: a second-order polynomial in the m(D)
distribution and a logarithmic function for the background in the ∆m distribution. These
functions are found to provide a good description of the combinatorial background in all
pD
(∗)
T bins; their parameters are determined for each decay mode from a fit in the control
region and are fixed in the fits to the signal region.
Fit results. In the fits to the WD(∗) signal region, the normalisations of the signal
template and the background function are the only free parameters. The results of the
fits to m(D) and ∆m in the signal region are shown in figure 4. The electron and muon
channels are combined to decrease the statistical uncertainty. In addition to the inclusive
samples, the fits are performed in four bins of pD
(∗)
T and four bins of |η`|. Good-quality fits
are obtained in all kinematic regions.
5.3.2 Removal of heavy-flavour backgrounds
TheWD(∗) yields are obtained by subtracting the expected contribution from heavy-flavour
pair production from the fitted yields. D mesons from heavy-flavour pair-produced events
give rise to a peak in the mass spectra for both the OS and SS events (see figure 2).
Given the large uncertainties in predicting this background from simulation, a data-driven
technique is used to estimate it. The number of background events in the signal region
is obtained from the ABCD method [57] applied to background-dominated control regions
defined by reversing the lepton isolation requirement or the missing transverse momentum
and mWT requirements. In these control regions, the number of events is taken to be
the number of events in the m(D) or ∆m peaks, since the combinatorial background
contribution is already taken into account in the fitting procedure described in the preceding
sections. The number of events in the peak is determined by a fit to the m(D) or ∆m
distributions in the control regions. The peaking background in the OS–SS WD(∗) signal,
which is dominated by heavy-flavour pair production, is found to be less than 1% in all
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Figure 4. Results of the fits to the distributions of m(D) and ∆m = m(D∗) − m(D0) in OS–
SS W±D(∗)∓ events. The fit results are shown for W+D(∗)− (left) and W−D(∗)+ (right) in the
inclusive sample defined by pD
(∗)
T > 8 GeV and |ηD
(∗) | < 2.2: D± → K∓pi±pi±(top row), D∗± →
D0pi± → (K∓pi±)pi± (second row), D∗± → D0pi± → (K∓pi±pi0)pi± (third row) and D∗± →
D0pi± → (K∓pi±pi∓pi±)pi± (bottom row). The data distributions are shown by the filled markers,
where the error bars show the statistical uncertainty. The fit result is shown by the solid line.
The filled histogram represents the signal template normalised according to the fit result, while the
contribution of the combinatorial background is shown by the dotted line.
bins of pD
(∗)
T and |η`|. Systematic uncertainties on the amount of background from heavy-
flavour production arise due to the extrapolation uncertainty from the background control
region to the signal region. For the integrated measurement, these uncertainties are small
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NOS–SS(W → `ν) D± D∗± D∗± D∗±
Kpi Kpipi0 K3pi
W+light 1680±440 620±120 3440±240 2240±210
Top 228±23 86±9 290±29 123±12
Multijet 35±18 22±11 50±25 80±40
W → τν 148±7 68±4 114±7 89±6
Total background 2090±440 800±130 3890±240 2540±210
Table 1. Estimated background in OS–SS events in the four decay modes of the WD(∗) analy-
sis. The electron and the muon channels are combined. The uncertainties include statistical and
systematic contributions.
for all decay modes, at a level of 0.3–0.5%. The systematic uncertainties range from 0.3%
to 2.1% depending on the bin of pD
(∗)
T and the D
(∗) decay mode.
5.4 Resulting OS-SS yields
After subtracting the contribution of heavy-flavour events from the fitted yields, the re-
maining background is predominantly due to top-quark events and is estimated using MC
simulation. The uncertainty on the predicted number of top-quark events due to the un-
certainty on the cross section and the fiducial acceptance is 10% in the low pD
(∗)
T bins,
while it is increased to 20% in the two highest pD
(∗)
T bins to cover the uncertainty due to
the limited number of MC events.
The yields are determined in each pD
(∗)
T and |η`| bin, separately for W+D(∗)− and
W−D(∗)+ and are quoted for the four D(∗) decay modes in a range of 140 MeV< ∆m <
155 MeV for D0 → K−pi+ and D0 → K−pi+pi−pi+ , 140 MeV< ∆m < 170 MeV for D0 →
K−pi+pi0 and 1.8 GeV< m(D) < 1.94 GeV. The measured yields in the integrated data
sample after combining the electron and muon channels are 7990±370 for the D mode and
3590±130, 8850±290 and 5890±270 for the D∗ modes (Kpi, Kpipi0, K3pi). The expected
numbers of background events are summarised in table 1.
6 Event yields for Wc-jet final states
In a complementary approach, inclusive charm-quark production is studied by exploiting
the semileptonic decays of charm quarks into muons. In this approach, a charm quark is
identified by reconstructing the jet of particles produced by its hadronisation and finding
an associated soft muon from its semileptonic decay. The single-charm yield for each W -
boson charge is determined from the OS–SS yields. The analysis is performed on separate
samples of events with exactly one and exactly two reconstructed jets as well as on the
combined sample of events with one or two jets. The electron and muon decay channels of
the W boson are analysed separately and subsequently combined.
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6.1 Charm-jet selection
In addition to the event selection described in section 4, events are required to have either
one or two jets with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5. In order to remove jets reconstructed from
energy deposits from particles produced in pileup events, the pT sum of tracks inside the
jet and associated with the primary vertex divided by the pT sum of all tracks inside the
jet is required to be larger than 0.75.
One and only one jet is required to contain a soft muon with pT > 4 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
A good match between the ID and MS tracks of the soft muon is required. The same set
of ID hit requirements [54] that is used for muon candidates from W -boson decays is
applied to soft muons in addition to two impact parameter requirements: |d0| < 3 mm
and |z0 · sin θ| < 3 mm. Exactly one muon is required to be associated with the jet within
a cone of radius ∆R = 0.5; the small fraction of events with jets containing more than
one muon is discarded. The soft-muon tagging (SMT) efficiency and mistagging rate are
measured in data [58]. The overall c-tagging efficiency is about 4%, due mainly to the
low branching ratio of charmed hadrons to muons (approximately 10%). The light-quark
mistagging efficiency is around 0.2% depending on the jet kinematics. Scale factors are
applied to correct the MC simulation efficiencies to those measured in data. Efficiency
scale factors are applied to b- and c-jets. Scale factors for the mistagging rates are applied
to light jets. Two additional requirements, with minor impact on the signal, are applied in
the muon channel to suppress the Z+jets and the Υ backgrounds. First, the c-jet candidate
is required to have either a track multiplicity of at least three or an electromagnetic-to-total
energy fraction of less than 0.8. Second, the event is discarded if the invariant mass of the
soft muon and the muon from the decay of the W -boson candidate is close to either the
Z-boson mass (i.e. 80–100 GeV) or the Υ mass (i.e. 8–11 GeV).
6.2 Determination of OS-SS yields
Since most backgrounds are nearly OS/SS symmetric, the number of OS–SS events is a
good estimator of the signal yield. Nonetheless, residual asymmetries in the backgrounds
necessitate an additional subtraction. The signal yields are determined from:
NOS–SSWc-jet = N
OS–SS
data −
∑
bkg
Abkg ·NOS+SSbkg , (6.1)
where NOS+SSbkg is the sum of the number of background events in the OS (N
OS
bkg) and SS
(NSSbkg) samples and the asymmetry Abkg is defined as
Abkg = N
OS–SS
bkg /N
OS+SS
bkg . (6.2)
Backgrounds to the Wc-jet candidate sample include the production of W+light, W
plus heavy-flavour quark pairs (cc¯, bb¯), multijet events, Z and, to a lesser extent, single
and pair-produced top quarks, and dibosons.
The background from W+light events and multijet events is estimated with data-
driven methods. Z events, in which one of the muons from the Z decay radiates a photon
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Figure 5. Results of the fits to the EmissT distribution which are used to determine the multijet
background in the electron channel, in the OS (left) and SS (right) samples of W+1,2 jets candidate
events. The data are shown by filled markers and the fit result by the solid line. The multijet
template, normalised according to the fit result, is shown by the filled histogram. The shape of the
distribution for the electroweak and top-quark processes is obtained from simulation. Electroweak
processes include W , Z and diboson processes.
that is mistakenly reconstructed as a jet, are a significant background source in the muon
channel and are thus determined using a data-driven method. Smaller backgrounds from
top-quark and diboson production, and the Z+jets background in the electron channel,
are estimated from MC simulations. Backgrounds from W + bb¯, W + cc¯ are negligible since
they are OS/SS symmetric.
6.2.1 Backgrounds and yield in the electron channel
The numbers of W+light and multijet background events are obtained from a constrained
χ2 fit to the number of events in the SS sample followed by a propagation to OS–SS using
the equation
NOS–SSbkg = Abkg ·NOS+SSbkg =
2 ·Abkg
1−AbkgN
SS
bkg. (6.3)
In the fit, the sum of the multijet and W+light backgrounds plus the remaining back-
grounds and a small signal contribution is required to be equal to the total data count in
the SS sample. The relative fractions of multijet and W+light events are allowed to vary
in the fit, while all other backgrounds and the signal contribution are fixed to the values
from simulation.
The OS/SS asymmetry of the multijet background, Amultijet, is found by performing
a binned maximum-likelihood fit of templates to the EmissT distribution in data. The fit
follows the procedure discussed in section 5.1 and is done in an expanded sample where
the EmissT selection requirement is removed. Two templates are used: one representing the
multijet background and the other representing the contributions from all other sources.
The template for the multijet sample is extracted from a data control sample selected
by inverting the electron isolation and some of the electron identification requirements.
Contamination in the control sample from W/Z and top-quark events is estimated from
simulation and subtracted. The template representing all other processes, including the
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NOS–SS (W → eν) W + 1 jet W + 2 jets W + 1, 2 jets
W+light 240±100 100±50 330±130
Multijet 130±140 0±100 160±170
tt¯ 13±5 79±14 92±16
Single top 62±10 78±12 140±20
Diboson 35±6 35±5 70±9
Z+jets 8±12 15±10 23±15
Total background 490±160 300±120 820±200
Table 2. Estimated background in OS–SS events in the W+1 jet, W+2 jets and W+1,2 jets
samples for the electron channel. The uncertainties include statistical and systematic contribu-
tions. The correlations between the uncertainties for the different background estimates stemming
from the constraint in the SS sample is taken into account when computing the total background
uncertainties. For backgrounds estimated with data-driven methods the yields in the W+1 jet,
W+2 jets, and W+1,2 jets sample are estimated independently.
signal, W/Z, diboson and top-quark production, is obtained from MC simulation and built
separately for OS and SS samples. Figure 5 shows the results for the OS and SS W+1,2 jets
samples. Amultijet is computed using the fit results in the signal region (E
miss
T > 25 GeV) and
is found to be consistent with zero within uncertainties. The uncertainties are dominated
by the statistical component. The systematic uncertainties are estimated by varying the fit
range and trying alternative multijet and other background templates. These uncertainties
are found to be small.
The OS/SS asymmetry of the W+light background, AW+light, is obtained from MC
simulation and corrected using the asymmetry measured in a data control region following
the relation:
AW+light = A
MC
W+light
Adata,tracksW+light
AMC,tracksW+light
. (6.4)
AMCW+light is the OS/SS asymmetry in the MC simulation for the signal region and A
MC,tracks
W+light
(Adata,tracksW+light ) is the OS/SS asymmetry in MC (data) events estimated using the charges
of the W boson and a generic track that passes the soft-muon kinematic requirements.
AMC,tracksW+light and A
data,tracks
W+light are computed from an expanded sample selected with no soft-
muon requirements (called the pretag sample). AW+light is found to be approximately
10%. The uncertainty on AW+light is dominated by the statistical uncertainty on A
MC
W+light.
The sub-leading systematic uncertainty contains contributions from uncertainties on the
background contamination in the pretag sample and the modelling of the track properties.
The estimated numbers of background events are shown in table 2. The total number
of OS(SS) events in the data SMT samples of W+1 jet and W+2 jets is 7436(3112) and
4187(2593), respectively. The corresponding number of OS–SS events in data is 4320±100
for the W+1 jet and 1590±80 for the W+2 jets sample.
Figure 6 shows the pT distribution of the SMT jet and the soft muon in OS–SS events
in the W+1,2 jets sample for the electron channel. The signal contribution is normalised to
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Figure 6. Distribution of the SMT jet pT (left) and the soft-muon pT (right) in OS–SS events of
the W+1,2 jets sample for the electron channel. The normalisation of the W+light background and
the shape and normalisation of the multijet background are obtained with data-driven methods.
All other backgrounds are estimated with MC simulations and normalised to their theoretical cross
sections. The signal contribution is normalised to the measured yields.
the measured yields and the background contributions are normalised to the values listed
in table 2. The MC simulation is in satisfactory agreement with data.
In addition to the inclusive samples, yields and cross sections are measured separately
for W+ and W− and in 11 bins of |η`|. The multijet background |η`|-shape is derived
from individual fits to the EmissT distribution and normalised to the inclusive total. The
remaining backgrounds are taken from simulation.
6.2.2 Backgrounds and yield in the muon channel
The multijet background in the muon channel is substantially different from that in the
electron channel since it is dominated by heavy-flavour semileptonic decays. The estimation
technique is adapted to take this into account. The multijet background in OS+SS events
is determined by the equation
NOS+SSmultijet = N
pretag
multijet ·RSMTmultijet, (6.5)
where Npretagmultijet is the multijet event yield in the pretag sample and R
SMT
multijet is the soft-muon
tagging rate for events in the multijet sample.
The evaluation of Npretagmultijet uses a data-driven technique known as the Matrix
Method [59]. An expanded sample enriched in multijet events is obtained by applying
all selection cuts to the data except for the muon isolation requirements. The efficiencies
of the isolation requirements for multijet events and prompt isolated muons are needed
to relate the expanded sample to the signal sample. The isolation efficiency for prompt
muons is measured in an independent sample of Z → µµ events. The efficiency in multijet
events is measured both in a control sample with inverted missing transverse momentum
and W -boson transverse mass requirements, and through a fit to the muon d0 significance;
it is parameterised as a function of the muon and jet kinematics. The average of the results
obtained with the two measurements is taken as the final estimate and half the difference
is used as the systematic uncertainty.
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Figure 7. Distribution of the W -boson transverse mass (left), muon calorimeter-based isolation
(centre) and muon track-based isolation (right) in data and the expectation from W/Z+jets, top-
quark and diboson events. Events with low transverse mass and large values of isolation variables
are predominantly multijet events. W/Z+jets refers to the production of W/Z bosons in association
with light, c or b jets.
RSMTmultijet and Amultijet are independently determined in two control regions enriched
in multijet background. The samples are selected by inverting either the muon isolation
requirements or the W -boson transverse mass requirement. The distributions of events as
a function of the muon isolation variables and the W -boson transverse mass are shown
in figure 7. The amount of contamination from W/Z+jets events in the multijet control
regions is estimated from MC simulation. The contamination from top-quark and diboson
production is negligible. The value of RSMTmultijet is determined by measuring the soft-muon
tagging rate as a function of the muon isolation in the multijet control regions and ex-
trapolating it to the signal region assuming a linear dependence. Uncertainties from the
W/Z+jets contamination level and from the extrapolation procedure are taken into ac-
count. The value of Amultijet is deduced from the average of the two control regions and is
approximately 20%.
The W+light background in OS+SS events is estimated according to the follow-
ing equation:
NOS+SSW+light = N
pretag
W+jets · flight ·RSMTW+light, (6.6)
where NpretagW+jets is the yield of W+jets events in the pretag sample, flight is the fraction of
events in which the W boson is produced in association with a light jet and RSMTW+light is
the soft-muon tagging rate in W+light events. All the terms of equation (6.6) are derived
using data-driven methods.
NpretagW+jets is calculated as the difference between the number of selected data events
and the sum of all other expected background contributions, namely multijet, Z+jets, top-
quark, and diboson production in the pretag sample. The multijet background is estimated
using the Matrix Method as explained above while all other backgrounds are taken from
simulation. The fraction flight is obtained through an analysis of the tagging rate of a
lifetime-based tagger in the pretag sample as done in ref. [60]. RSMTW+light is determined
using a W+light MC simulation corrected by a data-derived scale factor for the soft-muon
mistag rate [58]. The asymmetry AW+light is obtained using equation (6.4), as done in the
electron channel.
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NOS–SS (W → µν) W + 1 jet W + 2 jets W + 1, 2 jets
W+light 220±80 40±40 250±90
Multijet 71±27 52±20 120±40
tt¯ 24±21 129±19 154±21
Single top 58±18 82±21 140±23
Diboson 37±10 39±13 76±20
Z+jets 237±22 207±16 445±34
Total background 650±90 550±60 1190±110
Table 3. Estimated background in OS–SS events in the W+1 jet, W+2 jets and W+1,2 jets
samples for the muon channel. Uncertainties include statistical and systematic contributions.
The Z+jets background is estimated by using a data control sample to normalise the
MC simulation. The control sample is defined by requiring the invariant mass of the soft
muon and the muon from the decay of the W -boson candidate to be between 80 GeV and
100 GeV. The normalisation is carried out in OS–SS events, which has the advantage of
minimising contributions from non-Z events. The Z+jets yield in the control region is
estimated from data by subtracting the expected contamination of W + c signal, W+light
and diboson events (the latter two account for less than 1% of the events). The contami-
nation of the control sample by W + c events is estimated initially through MC simulation
and then refined by iteratively adjusting the W + c, Z+jets and W+jets normalisations to
match the data. A normalisation factor for Z+jets of 1.06± 0.06 is derived. The invariant
mass of the lepton from the decay of the W -boson candidate and the soft muon is shown
in figure 8 for W+1,2 jets data passing all event selection requirements except for the veto
around the invariant masses of the Z boson and the Υ meson. The expected contributions
of all processes, normalised as described above, are also shown. The predicted distributions
provide a good description of the data.
The total number of OS(SS) events in the data samples of W+1 jet and W+2 jets is
7736(2775) and 4376(2479), respectively. The corresponding number of OS–SS events in
data is 4960±100 for the W+1 jet and 1900±80 for the W+2 jets sample. The expected
backgrounds are summarised in table 3.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of the SMT jet pT and the soft-muon pT in OS–
SS events in the W+1,2 jets sample for the muon channel. The signal contribution is
normalised to the measured yields and the background contributions are normalised to the
values listed in table 3. The MC simulation is in fair agreement with data.
In addition to the inclusive samples, yields and cross sections are measured in 11 bins
of |η`|, separately for W+ and W−, as is done for the electron channel except that the
|η`| distribution of the multijet background is derived from the inverted isolation and low
transverse mass control regions.
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Figure 8. Invariant mass constructed using the four-momenta of the soft muon and the muon from
the decay of the W -boson candidate.
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Figure 9. Distribution of the SMT jet pT (left) and soft-muon pT (right) in OS–SS events of
the W+1,2 jets sample for the muon channel. The normalisations of the W+light and Z+jets
backgrounds and the shape and normalisation of the multijet background are obtained with data-
driven methods. All other backgrounds are estimated with MC simulations and normalised to their
theoretical cross sections. The signal contribution is normalised to the measured yields.
7 Cross-section determination
7.1 Definition of the fiducial phase space
The fiducial cross sections σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗)) and σOS−SSfid (Wc-jet) measure the cross sections
times the branching ratio W → `ν and are determined in a common fiducial region defined
in MC simulation in terms of the W -boson kinematics as follows:
• p`T > 20 GeV and |η`| < 2.5,
• pνT > 25 GeV,
• mWT > 40 GeV,
where ` and ν are the charged lepton and the neutrino from the decay W → `ν. The leptons
are defined before QED final-state radiation. As discussed in the following, the measured
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raw yields are corrected for detector effects to obtain the cross sections in the fiducial
region of the measurement. The charm quark is identified either by a D(∗) meson, and
the corresponding cross section measures the production of events with pD
(∗)
T > 8 GeV and
|ηD| < 2.2, or through a muon from the semileptonic decay of a charmed hadron embedded
in a particle-level jet with pjetT > 25 GeV and |ηjet| < 2.5. In the latter case, three different
cross sections depending on the jet multiplicity are measured: the production of events with
exactly one c-jet, and either no additional jets (1-jet exclusive), exactly one additional non-
c-jet (2-jet exclusive), or any number of additional non-c-jets (the 1-jet and 2-jet exclusive
cross sections are discussed in section 10.2). Particle-level jets are constructed in simulation
from stable particles, including muons and neutrinos, using the anti-kt algorithm with a
radius parameter of 0.4. The lepton, all photons within a cone of ∆R = 0.1 around it, and
the neutrino originating from the W decay are not used to construct the jets. The particle-
level c-jet is defined as the one containing a weakly decaying c-hadron with pT > 5 GeV,
within ∆R < 0.3. Jets containing c-hadrons originating from b-hadron decays are not
counted as c-jets.
The signal yield is defined as the number of events where the c-hadron originates from
a c-quark with charge sign opposite to the charge of the W boson, minus the number of
events where the c-quark and W boson have the same charge sign.
7.2 Cross-section determination
Integrated cross section. In the WD(∗) analysis the ratios of the fiducial cross sections
σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗))/σfid(W ) are measured and the absolute cross sections σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗)) are
obtained by multiplying these cross-section ratios by the inclusive W cross sections σfid(W ),
while in the Wc-jet analysis the cross sections are obtained directly. The production cross
sections in the fiducial region, σfid, are calculated using the equation:
σfid =
N −B
C · ∫ Ldt , (7.1)
where N is the number of candidate events observed in data, B is the number of back-
ground events and
∫
Ldt is the integrated luminosity of the dataset. The correction factor
C is determined from MC simulation and accounts for detector efficiency, acceptance and
resolution effects.
Cross-section ratio R±c . The ratio R
±
c is computed according to:
R±c =
R±data
C+/C−
, (7.2)
where R±data is the uncorrected ratio of signal yields in the data, and C
+(C−) is the cor-
rection factor defined in equation (7.1) and calculated separately for W+ + c and W− + c
events, respectively.
Differential cross section as a function of lepton |η|. The differential cross sections
are determined in intervals of |η`| from the same procedure used to determine the total
fiducial cross section, but with yields and acceptance corrections determined separately for
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each |η`| bin. Since the resolution of |η`| is much higher than the bin widths chosen, simple
bin-by-bin corrections are applied.
7.3 Determination of the WD(∗) cross sections
Determination of cross-section ratios σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗))/σfid(W ). The cross-
section ratios are measured individually for D and D∗ mesons. For the measurement of
D∗, the three decay modes are combined. In the measurement of σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗))/σfid(W ),
acceptance effects in the W reconstruction largely cancel and are not treated in the correc-
tion procedure. Instead, residual effects due to differences in the kinematic distributions
between inclusive W and WD(∗) events are estimated from simulation and included in the
systematic uncertainty. The corresponding systematic uncertainty is 0.6%.
The procedure used to correct the measured pD
(∗)
T spectra to the true spectra takes
the reconstruction efficiency and resolution effects into account. The Bayesian unfolding
procedure [61] is used and the response matrix is based on a Pythia+EvtGen simulation in
which the backgrounds from reflections from other D-meson decay modes are also included.
After OS–SS subtraction, the fraction of reconstructed candidates that come from true
D(∗) mesons that decay in the mode being reconstructed depends on the decay mode and is
above 99% for D+ → K−pi+pi+ and D∗+ → D0pi+ → (K−pi+)pi+, 93% for D∗+ → D0pi+ →
(K−pi+pi0)pi+ and 60–91% for D∗+ → D0pi+ → (K−pi+pi−pi+)pi+, depending on pD(∗)T .
In order to obtain the response matrix, the number of reconstructed WD(∗) events per
measured pD
(∗)
T bin is determined for each true p
D(∗)
T bin from simulation by the same fitting
procedure that is applied to data (see section 5.3). Efficiency corrections are computed
separately for the four D decay modes and the two charges. The average reconstruction
efficiencies are 32% for the D decay and 51%, 25% and 27% for the three D∗ decay modes
(Kpi, Kpipi0, K3pi), respectively.
After the raw WD(∗) yields are corrected for detector effects, the pD(∗)T spectra are cor-
rected for the relative branching ratios according to ref. [29], resulting in one measurement
of the transverse momentum spectrum of the D meson and three measurements of the
transverse momentum spectrum of the D∗ meson. The measurements of the D∗ transverse
momentum spectrum for the three D∗ decay channels are consistent within uncertainties
and are averaged using the procedure discussed in section 9.1.
The cross-section ratios are then determined by dividing the corrected pD
(∗)
T spectra
by the inclusive W yields. The fiducial cross-section ratios σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗))/σfid(W ) are
obtained by integrating the pD
(∗)
T spectra. The same procedure is applied to correct the
measured yields in four bins of |η` | with the only difference being that bin-to-bin corrections
rather than Bayesian unfolding are used. The measured cross-section ratios are presented
in section 10.1.
Determination of cross sections σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗)) . The cross sections
σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗)) are obtained by multiplying σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗))/σfid(W ) by the inclu-
sive W cross section σfid(W ) in the fiducial region as determined from equation (7.1). The
efficiency corrections are determined from a simulated sample of MC events generated
with Powheg+Pythia. The fiducial cross sections σfid(W ) are calculated separately in
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the electron and muon channels and are afterwards combined. The uncertainties on the
extrapolation from the individual lepton measurement regions to the common fiducial
region are determined by the methods discussed in ref. [62] and amount to 0.6%.
7.4 Determination of the Wc-jet cross sections
The cross sections σOS−SSfid (Wc-jet) are determined by applying equation (7.1) with the
efficiency factors, C, obtained from theAlpgen+PythiaMC simulations and corrected for
charm fragmentation and decay as described in section 3. The cross sections are evaluated
separately in the exclusive 1-jet and 2-jet bins and extrapolated to the fiducial region with
one c-jet and any number of additional jets. This constitutes a small extrapolation of
the order of 5% and the related systematic uncertainties are discussed in section 8. The
acceptance times the signal selection efficiency is about 2% owing to the small semileptonic
branching ratio.
In addition, the cross section is evaluated for a fiducial volume defined in terms of the
kinematics of the muon from the c-hadron decay in order to minimise the extrapolation
uncertainty. The definition of a particle-level c-jet in section 7.1 is extended to require
exactly one muon with pT > 4 GeV and |η| < 2.5 within ∆R < 0.5 of the jet axis and with
charge opposite to the charge of the W boson. Muons from decays in flight are explicitly
excluded. With this definition, the acceptance times the signal selection efficiency is 35%
in the electron channel and 36% in the muon channel. The results for this fiducial volume
are given in section 10.2.
8 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties arise from the W reconstruction, the charm tagging, the yield
determination and the procedures used to correct for detector effects. The uncertainties
on the background and yield determinations are discussed in sections 5 and 6. The other
systematic uncertainties considered in this analysis are discussed below. The systematic un-
certainties for the cross-section measurements are summarised in table 4 for σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗))
and in table 5 for σOS−SSfid (Wc-jet). Most of the systematic uncertainties either cancel in
the measurement of the ratio R±c or are significantly reduced. The remaining systematic
uncertainties are shown in table 6 for σOS−SSfid (W
+D(∗)−)/σOS−SSfid (W
−D(∗)+) and table 7
for σOS−SSfid (W
+c-jet)/σOS−SSfid (W
−c-jet).
8.1 Common systematic uncertainties
Uncertainties on the basic detector response and its modelling affect both the WD(∗) and
Wc-jet analyses. The trigger and reconstruction efficiencies for electrons and muons are
varied in the simulation within the range of their uncertainties as determined from data,
and the WD(∗) and Wc-jet cross sections are recalculated. A similar procedure is used to
assess the uncertainty due to the lepton momentum scale and resolution. Lepton charge
misidentification effects are also considered. The charge misidentification rates for electrons
and muons are given in ref. [18, 50] and are significant only for the electron channel.
Uncertainties related to the selection and measurement of jets affect primarily the Wc-jet
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Relative systematic uncertainty in % WD WD∗
Lepton trigger and reconstruction∗ 0.4 0.4
Lepton momentum scale and resolution∗ 0.2 0.2
Lepton charge misidentification 0.1 0.1
EmissT reconstruction
∗ 0.4 0.4
W background estimation 1.3 1.3
Background in WD(∗) events 0.7 0.6
W efficiency correction 0.6 0.6
Tracking efficiency 2.1 2.2
Secondary vertex reconstruction efficiency 0.4 0.4
D∗ isolation efficiency - 2
Fitting procedure 0.8 0.5
Signal modelling 1.4 1.9
Statistical uncertainty on response 0.2 0.2
Branching ratio 2.1 1.5
Extrapolation to fiducial region 0.8 0.8
Integrated luminosity∗ 1.8 1.8
Total 4.3 4.8
Table 4. Summary of the systematic uncertainties on the σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗)) measurement. The
uncertainties are given in percent of the measured cross section. Entries marked with an asterisk
are correlated between the Wc-jet and WD(∗) measurements.
Relative systematic uncertainty in % W (eν)c-jet W (µν)c-jet
Lepton trigger and reconstruction∗ 0.7 0.8
Lepton momentum scale and resolution∗ 0.5 0.6
Lepton charge misidentification 0.2 -
Jet energy resolution∗ 0.1 0.1
Jet energy scale 2.4 2.1
EmissT reconstruction
∗ 0.8 0.3
Background yields 4.0 1.9
Soft-muon tagging 1.4 1.4
c-quark fragmentation 2.0 1.6
c-hadron decays 2.8 3.0
Signal modelling 0.9 0.2
Statistical uncertainty on response 1.4 1.4
Integrated luminosity∗ 1.8 1.8
Total 6.5 5.3
Table 5. Summary of the systematic uncertainties on the σOS−SSfid (Wc-jet) measurement. The
uncertainties are given in percent of the measured cross section. Entries marked with an asterisk
are correlated between the Wc-jet and WD(∗) measurements.
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Relative systematic uncertainty in % WD WD∗
Lepton reconstruction and identification < 0.1 < 0.1
Background in WD(∗) events 0.6 0.4
Tracking efficiency 0.2 0.2
Statistical uncertainty on response 0.2 0.2
Total 0.7 0.5
Table 6. Summary of the significant systematic uncertainties on the measurement of the ratio
σOS−SSfid (W
+D(∗)−)/σOS−SSfid (W
−D(∗)+). The uncertainties are given in percent.
Relative systematic uncertainty in % W (eν)c-jet W (µν)c-jet
Lepton trigger and reconstruction <0.1 <0.1
Lepton momentum scale and resolution 0.2 0.6
Lepton charge misidentification <0.1 -
Jet energy resolution 0.1 0.1
Jet energy scale 0.2 0.6
EmissT reconstruction 0.3 0.3
Background yields 1.4 1.0
Soft-muon tagging 0.2 <0.1
Signal modelling 1.4 1.4
Statistical uncertainty on response 0.5 0.5
Total 2.1 2.0
Table 7. Summary of the significant systematic uncertainties on the measurement of the ratio
σOS−SSfid (W
+c-jet)/σOS−SSfid (W
−c-jet). The uncertainties are given in percent.
analysis and to a much smaller extent the WD(∗) analysis, the latter only via the EmissT
reconstruction. The main sources of uncertainty for jets are due to the jet energy scale
(JES) and the jet energy resolution (JER). The impact on the cross-section measurements
is evaluated by varying each of these in the simulation within their respective uncertainties
as determined from data. The JES uncertainty ranges from less than 1% to about 7%,
depending on jet pT and η [63], with an additional 2% assigned to charm jets. Together,
the JES and JER uncertainties contribute at the few percent level to the Wc-jet cross-
section measurement. Uncertainties on the lepton and jet momentum scale and resolution
are propagated to the EmissT reconstruction. Additional uncertainties on the E
miss
T from
soft jets (those with 7 GeV< pT < 20 GeV) and calorimeter cells not associated with any
reconstructed objects are accounted for separately. The uncertainty on the integrated
luminosity is 1.8% [19].
8.2 Systematic uncertainties on WD(∗)
8.2.1 Tracking efficiency
The primary source of the uncertainty on the tracking efficiency is the potential mismod-
elling of the distribution of detector material in the simulation. The amount of material
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in the ID is known with a precision of 5% in the central region and up to 15% in the more
forward region. In order to study the effect on the tracking efficiency, samples generated
with distorted geometries and with increased material are used. In these samples, the ef-
ficiency is found to decrease by 2.1(6.5)% for the D(∗) candidates with three (five) tracks.
The systematic uncertainty of the weighted average is 2.2% for the D∗ channel and 2.1% for
the D channel. These uncertainties are symmetrised to account for the possibility that the
tracking efficiency could be higher in data than in simulation. The systematic uncertainty
due to the material uncertainty is significantly reduced in the measurement of the ratio
R±c since only charge-dependent effects are important.
In addition, there can be a loss of tracking efficiency in the core of jets at high jet pT
due to hit-sharing among tracks. Studies of such hit-sharing show that the simulation and
data agree well and that the resulting systematic uncertainty is negligible for jets with pT
below 500 GeV [64]. Hence, such effects are not considered further for this analysis.
8.2.2 Secondary-vertex reconstruction efficiency
Uncertainties associated with the modelling of the efficiency of the secondary-vertex fit
quality requirement are estimated by comparing the efficiency of this requirement in the
MC simulation and in the semileptonic B-decay data control region discussed in section 5.3.
8.2.3 D∗ isolation efficiency
The efficiency of the D∗ isolation requirement in simulation is sensitive to the choice of
fragmentation model. The systematic uncertainty is obtained from the difference between
the isolation efficiency determined from the Pythia and Herwig generators. The system-
atic uncertainty depends on pD
(∗)
T and amounts to 2.2%, 2.4%, 1% and 0.8% for the four
pD
(∗)
T bins.
8.2.4 Fitting procedure
The systematic uncertainties from the fitting procedure are dominated by the modelling
of the shape of the signal templates. The main sources are the mass resolution and the
amount of background from the reflections included in the signal templates. Systematic
studies are performed on simulated events, and differences in the mass resolution between
the simulation and the data are observed in the control region used to derive the signal
templates. For the baseline analysis, the simulated mass distribution is smeared to repro-
duce the measured resolution in the data. Systematic uncertainties are assessed by varying
the smearing parameters within their uncertainties. The amount of reflection background
in the signal templates is altered by changing the normalisation of the combinatorial back-
ground component to provide the best agreement with the data in the control region. Refits
to the simulated m(D) or ∆m distributions which use these modified backgrounds and res-
olutions result in uncertainty estimates of 0.8% for the D decay and 0.5%, 1% and 5% for
the three D∗ decay modes (Kpi, Kpipi0, K3pi) respectively. The uncertainty is larger in the
D0 → K−pi+pi−pi+ channel due to higher background. In addition, the uncertainty due to
the description of the shape of the combinatorial background in the ∆m distribution is eval-
uated. An alternative control region, the D0 mass sideband at m(D0) > 1.985 GeV, is used
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and the resulting fits are compared to the baseline procedure discussed in section 5.3.1. The
results agree within the statistical uncertainty and no additional systematic uncertainty
is introduced.
8.2.5 Signal modelling
A potential bias, introduced by the choice of the simulated pD
(∗)
T spectrum assumed when
calculating the correction factors, is studied by repeating the correction procedure with a
reweighted pD
(∗)
T spectrum which matches the observed spectrum. The resulting uncertainty
estimates depend on the decay mode and vary from 0.5% to 1.3%.
Since the resolution and efficiency are ηD
(∗)
dependent, uncertainties in the modelling
of the ηD
(∗)
spectrum need to be taken into account. This is done by reweighting the
distribution generated by Pythia to the NLO prediction of aMC@NLO [65] showered
with Herwig++. Even though differences of up to 20% are seen in the forward regions,
both predictions are compatible within uncertainties with the ηD
(∗)
distribution observed
in data. The corresponding systematic uncertainties are 2.0%, 1.3% and 2.3% for the three
D∗ decay modes (Kpi, Kpipi0, K3pi) and 1.1% for the D decay.
The systematic uncertainties due to the correction for detector effects are estimated
by repeating the correction procedure on ensembles of MC events obtained by appropriate
random variations of parameters describing detector performance.
Uncertainties on the total WD(∗) yields due to the finite size of the simulated sample
used to obtain the correction factors vary among decay modes from 0.2% to 0.4%; the
uncertainties on the yield in the highest pD
(∗)
T bin are 1.9% for D
+ and 3.3%, 6.2% and 5%
for the three D∗ decay modes (Kpi, Kpipi0, K3pi).
8.2.6 Branching ratio
An additional uncertainty is introduced by the correction for the relative branching ratios,
which are currently known with a precision of 2.1%, 1.3%, 3.6% and 2.6% [29] for the
D+ → K−pi+pi+ , D∗+ → D0pi+ → (K−pi+)pi+ , D∗+ → D0pi+ → (K−pi+pi0)pi+ and
D∗+ → D0pi+ → (K−pi+pi−pi+)pi+ decay channels, respectively.
8.2.7 Extrapolation to fiducial region
Due to differences in the electron and muon triggers, the minimum peT requirement in the
electron channel used in the evaluation of the cross-section ratios is higher than that of
the muon channel. The systematic uncertainty on the ratios σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗))/σfid(W ) due
to the extrapolation from the requirement of peT > 25 GeV in the electron channel to the
common fiducial region with p`T > 20 GeV is determined from simulation.
8.3 Systematic uncertainties on Wc-jet
8.3.1 Soft-muon tagging
The soft-muon tagging efficiency and mistag rates are varied in the simulation within the
range allowed by the tagging efficiency (≤ 1%) and mistag (15%) calibrations. The soft-
muon reconstruction efficiency is varied in the simulation within the calibration uncertainty
(' 1%) and is the dominant contribution to the SMT uncertainties.
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8.3.2 c-quark fragmentation
As in the WD(∗) analysis, the correction factor for detector effects depends on the modelling
of the signal kinematics and its accuracy. In particular, the c-quark fragmentation and
c-hadron decay models affect the simulated soft-muon pT spectrum and the number of
c-hadrons decaying to muons. In this analysis, the quark fragmentation is simulated with
Pythia and then corrected for discrepancies in the type and relative population of c-
hadrons resulting from the charm fragmentation and the fraction of the c-quark energy
carried by the c-hadrons. To improve on the Pythia modelling, the fragmentation fractions
in Pythia are reweighted to those derived from the combination of measurements in e+e−
and ep collisions [27] and the respective uncertainties are taken into account. The modelling
of the momentum fraction of c-hadrons (pc−hadronT /p
c−jet
T ) in Pythia is reweighted to the
fraction given by Herwig++. The modelling of the fragmentation function in Herwig++ is
validated by comparing the simulation to e+e− data as discussed in section 9.2. Based on
these studies, a systematic uncertainty of 2% is assigned to the mean value of the fraction
of the charm-quark momentum carried by the charmed hadron.
8.3.3 c-hadron decays
Two observables are used to represent the modelling of the decay of c-hadrons inside jets:
the branching ratios of c-hadron semileptonic decays to muons, and the momentum of
the muon (p∗) in the rest frame of the c-hadron. The latter is important because of the
minimum pT requirement of 4 GeV on the soft muon. The semileptonic branching ratios of
c-hadrons used in Pythia are rescaled to the world average values [29] and the respective
uncertainties are taken into account. The distribution of p∗ from Pythia is reweighted to
correspond to the one given by EvtGen and the difference between the two is considered
as a systematic uncertainty.
8.3.4 Signal modelling
The impact on the signal acceptance terms stemming from uncertainties on the simulated
jet multiplicity is estimated by varying the amount of initial- and final-state radiation in the
Pythia parton-shower parameterisation. Additionally, the ratio of one-jet events to two-
jet events in simulation is reweighted to the ratio measured in data and the acceptance is
recomputed. The difference between the derived cross sections is less than 1% and is taken
as a systematic uncertainty in the jet multiplicity modelling. Additional uncertainties on
the non-perturbative physics modelling (e.g. underlying event, parton shower, color flow)
are evaluated by recomputing the acceptance based on a simulation of the Wc-jet signal by
Alpgen + Herwig in which the Herwig charm fragmentation and decay are corrected
using the procedure described previously for correcting Pythia. The difference between
the nominal and the recomputed acceptances is less than 1% and is used as the systematic
uncertainty estimate.
The kinematics of the generated events used to calculate the acceptance is influenced
by the PDF set used for the event generation. Thus the choice of PDF set affects the result.
To evaluate the magnitude of the effect, the acceptance is recomputed after reweighting the
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simulated signal sample with four different PDF sets (MSTW2008, NNPDF2.3, HERA-
PDF1.5 and ATLAS-epWZ12 [9]) using lhapdf [66]. The maximum difference between
the acceptances derived with a single PDF eigenvector set or the different PDF central
values is taken as the systematic uncertainty. Finally, the uncertainty on the correction
factors due to the limited simulated signal sample size is 1.4%.
9 Results and comparison to theoretical predictions
9.1 Data combination
The combination of the cross-section measurements of WD∗, WD and Wc-jet, in the elec-
tron and muon channels, is discussed in this section. The combination procedure is applied
to the integrated cross-section measurements as well as to the measurements differential in
|η`|. The procedure is based on the averaging method developed in ref. [67], which takes
into account statistical uncertainties as well as systematic uncertainties (bin-to-bin corre-
lated and uncorrelated) proportional to the central values of the respective cross sections.
The combined cross sections (mi) in bins i are derived from the individual cross-section
measurements (µik) in channels k by minimising the following χ
2 function:
χ2 =
∑
k,i
wik
[
µik −
(
mi +
∑
j γ
i
j,km
ibj
)]2
(δista,k)
2µik(m
i −∑j γij,kmibj) + (δiunc,kmi)2 +
∑
j
b2j , (9.1)
where wik = 1 if channel k contributes to measurement µ
i
k in bin i, and w
i
k = 0 otherwise.
The parameters bj denote the shift introduced by a correlated systematic error source j
normalised to its respective standard deviation. The relative statistical and uncorrelated
systematic uncertainties on µik are denoted by δ
i
sta,k and δ
i
unc,k and the variable γ
i
j,k quanti-
fies the relative influence of the correlated systematic error source j on the measurement µik.
The sources of systematic uncertainties which are fully correlated between the different
measurements and the electron and the muon channels are uncertainties due to the mod-
elling of charm fragmentation and decay, uncertainties on the EmissT reconstruction and
the luminosity uncertainty. Uncertainties on the lepton reconstruction and identification
efficiencies and momentum scale and resolution are correlated among the WD∗, WD and
Wc-jet measurements, but uncorrelated between the electron and the muon channel. Un-
certainties due to the track and vertex reconstruction are treated as correlated among the
WD∗ and WD channels, while uncertainties in the c-jet signal reconstruction and identi-
fication are correlated for the electron and muon channels in the Wc-jet analysis. Since
different methods are used to determine the backgrounds in the individual channels, the
corresponding uncertainties are assumed to be uncorrelated among the different channels,
but correlated bin-to-bin.
In total there are 58 differential cross-section measurements in 38 independent bins
entering the combination with 113 sources of correlated systematic uncertainties. The
measured integrated cross sections together with their statistical and systematic uncer-
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σOS–SSfid [pb]
W+c-jet 33.6± 0.9 (stat)± 1.8 (syst)
W−c-jet 37.3± 0.8 (stat)± 1.9 (syst)
W+D− 17.8± 1.9 (stat)± 0.8 (syst)
W−D+ 22.4± 1.8 (stat)± 1.0 (syst)
W+D∗− 21.2± 0.9 (stat)± 1.0 (syst)
W−D∗+ 22.1± 0.8 (stat)± 1.0 (syst)
Table 8. Measured integrated cross sections times the branching ratio W → `ν in the fiducial
regions together with the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
tainties resulting from the averaging procedure are reported in table 8. Tabulated values
of all observed results are available in the Durham HEP database.6
The correlation between the total uncertainties of the integrated Wc-jet and WD∗
measurements is found to be approximately 10%, while it is about 5% for Wc-jet and WD
due to the larger statistical uncertainty of the WD sample. The correlation between WD∗
and WD is approximately 20%. Furthermore, the correlations between the uncertainties
in the W+ and the W− channels are 76%, 58% and 17% for Wc-jet, WD∗ and WD, re-
spectively. Different channels use complementary c-hadron decay modes and the statistical
overlap between the different selected data samples is of the order of 1%. Therefore the
correlations between the statistical uncertainties are neglected.
In addition to the cross-section measurements, the averaging procedure is also applied
to the measurements of the cross-section ratios σOS−SSfid (W
+c-jet)/σOS−SSfid (W
−c-jet) and
σOS−SSfid (W
+D(∗)−)/σOS−SSfid (W
−D(∗)+). The measurements of the ratios are dominated by
statistical uncertainties, since most of the systematic uncertainties cancel in the ratio or are
significantly reduced (see tables 6 and 7). In particular, the systematic uncertainties due to
the lepton reconstruction and the luminosity are negligible for the ratio measurements. The
measurements in the Wc-jet and WD(∗) channels are therefore almost completely uncor-
related. The measurements of the cross-section ratios σOS−SSfid (W
+D∗−)/σOS−SSfid (W
−D∗+)
and σOS−SSfid (W
+D−)/σOS−SSfid (W
−D+) are combined since the measurements are performed
in a similar phase space (pD
(∗)
T > 8 GeV, |ηD
(∗) | < 2.2) and residual differences are predicted
to be small. The measurement of σOS−SSfid (W
+c-jet)/σOS−SSfid (W
−c-jet) on the other hand
is sensitive to a different phase space at higher c-jet transverse momentum (pjetT > 25 GeV,
|ηjet| < 2.5). Consequently, the Wc-jet measurement is not combined with the WD(∗)
measurement, but is subject to the common averaging procedure using equation (9.1).
9.2 Theoretical predictions
The theoretical predictions for the cross sections σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗)) and σOS−SSfid (Wc-jet) are
obtained from the aMC@NLO [65] MC simulation that incorporates NLO QCD matrix-
6A complete set of tables with the full results are available at the Durham HepData repository,
http://hepdata.cedar.ac.uk.
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element calculations into a parton-shower framework. The aMC@NLO event generator is
based on the MC@NLO formalism [34] and the MadGraph5 framework [68]. The parton-
level cross section obtained with aMC@NLO was found to be in good agreement with the
prediction obtained using MCFM [69]. Herwig++ [28] is used to model the parton shower,
hadronisation and underlying event of the aMC@NLO simulation. The MC predictions
for the charmed-hadron production fractions are corrected to the average of measurements
obtained in e+e− and ep collisions, as compiled in ref. [27]. The uncertainties on these
production fractions are 2.4% for the D∗ meson and 3.4% for the D meson and are included
in the evaluation of the systematic uncertainty on the prediction.
Events are generated in aMC@NLO using the CT10 NLO PDF set. The depen-
dence of the results on the choice of PDF set is checked by reweighting the aMC@NLO
predictions using various NLO and NNLO PDF sets: the CT10, MSTW2008, HERA-
PDF1.5, NNPDF2.3 and NNPDF2.3coll [70] NLO PDF sets are used in addition to
the ATLAS-epWZ12 NNLO PDF set. Asymmetric uncertainties are calculated following
the prescriptions from the PDF sets.
For MSTW2008 and NNPDF2.3 the s-quark sea is suppressed relative to the d-quark
sea for all values of x. The ATLAS-epWZ12 PDF set, which is based on the analysis of
ATLAS W and Z cross-section measurements [62] together with HERA data [71], has an s-
quark PDF that is not suppressed with respect to the d-quark sea at x ∼ 0.01. The s-quark
sea in CT10 is less suppressed than in MSTW2008 or NNPDF2.3. The NNPDF2.3coll
PDF set uses only data from HERA, the Tevatron and the LHC, so that the data from
charm production in neutrino–nucleon scattering are excluded. The s-quark sea of this
PDF is larger than the d-quark sea at most values of x.
Processes with charm quarks in the initial state such as dc→W−uc and dc¯→W−uc¯
can contribute to the OS–SS W + c signal if there is an asymmetry in the charm and
anti-charm PDFs. The PDF sets studied here do not include a non-perturbative (intrinsic)
charm component [72], where significant asymmetries are possible. PDF fits that include
phenomenological models of intrinsic charm [5, 73, 74] indicate that for the values of x
relevant for this analysis, these contributions are expected to be small.
The dependence of the NLO prediction on the choice of renormalisation and factorisa-
tion scales is evaluated by independently halving and doubling their nominal value which
is chosen as the sum of the transverse mass of all final-state particles. The largest variation
where the scales are varied in opposite directions is taken as the uncertainty and treated
as fully correlated. This uncertainty is +8/ − 9% for the WD(∗) analysis and +8/ − 4%
for the Wc-jet analysis. To study the modelling of the charm fragmentation function in
Herwig++, e+e− annihilation events are generated at centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 10.6 GeV
and the distribution of xp ≡ p/pmax for D and D∗ is compared to the data from ref. [75].
The evolution of the charm fragmentation function with Q2 in Herwig++ is validated by
generating e+e− annihilation events at
√
s = 91.2 GeV and comparing the mean value of
xE ≡ E/Ebeam for D∗ to that measured in ref. [76]. Based on these studies, a systematic
uncertainty of 2% is assigned to the aMC@NLO predictions of WD(∗) for the mean value
of the fraction of the charm-quark momentum carried by the charmed hadron. The effect
of the charm fragmentation uncertainty on the predicted Wc-jet cross section is negligible,
while its effect on the acceptance correction is discussed in section 8.3.
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The effect of the uncertainty in the parton-shower model used in the MC simulation is
estimated by comparing the predictions of different MC generators. The corrections for the
charm fragmentation and decay discussed in section 3 are applied to all MC simulations to
avoid a potential double counting of the uncertainties. The comparison of the fiducial cross
sections obtained with aMC@NLO+Herwig++, aMC@NLO+Herwig, Powheg+Herwig
and Powheg+Pythia indicates a systematic uncertainty of 3% for WD(∗) and 1% for
Wc-jet due to the modelling of the parton shower.
9.3 Discussion
The measured integrated fiducial cross sections σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗)) and σOS−SSfid (Wc-jet) are
compared to the theoretical predictions based on various PDF sets in figure 10. The inner
error bars on the theoretical predictions are the 68% confidence level (CL) uncertainties
obtained from the error sets provided with each PDF set, while the outer error bars show
the sum in quadrature of these PDF uncertainties and theoretical uncertainties due to
variations in renormalisation and factorisation scale, parton shower and charm-quark frag-
mentation as discussed previously. The predicted cross sections differ by as much as 25%.
The six different measurements give a consistent picture; the predictions obtained with
the ATLAS-epWZ12 and NNPDF2.3coll sets are seen to overlap more with the data
but simulations using CT10, HERAPDF1.5 and MSTW2008 also are in agreement with
the measurements. The prediction obtained with NNPDF2.3 is less favoured. A quan-
titative comparison of the various PDF predictions with the measured cross sections is
discussed below.
The compatibility of the experimental measurements from different channels is illus-
trated in figure 11, which shows the 68% CL contours for the ratios of the measured
cross section with respect to the theoretical prediction obtained from the CT10 PDF. The
large overlap of the contours with the diagonal line reflects the good compatibility of the
measurements assuming the extrapolation among the different phase spaces as given by
aMC@NLO using the CT10 PDF.
Figure 12 shows the measured ratio R±c compared to theoretical predictions based on
various PDF sets. The predicted production ratio R±c in pp collisions can differ from unity
for two reasons [1]. First, because the proton contains valence d-quarks, the Cabbibo-
suppressed diagrams involving d-quarks enhance W− + c production over W+ + c, and
thereby decrease R±c by about 5%. Second, a difference between s and s PDFs, as sug-
gested by neutrino data [4], would also influence the value of the ratio: a lower population
of s-quarks relative to s-quarks in the sensitive range of the measurement would push the
ratio to a lower value. This effect is implemented in NNPDF2.3 and MSTW2008. The
contributions of the strange asymmetry in NNPDF2.3 to R±c are small. For MSTW2008,
the strange asymmetry is larger and thus lowers R±c by about 3%. This pattern of pre-
dictions is consistent with those obtained from the NLO calculation as implemented in
aMC@NLO and shown in figure 12. The ratio measurement is consistent (within 1 σ) with
all studied PDFs, and the measured uncertainty is comparable to the one obtained with
MSTW2008.
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Figure 10. Measured fiducial cross sections compared to various PDF predictions based on
aMC@NLO. The solid vertical line shows the central value of the measurement, the inner error
band corresponds to the statistical uncertainty and the outer error band to the sum in quadra-
ture of the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The PDF predictions are shown by markers.
The inner error bars on the theoretical predictions show the 68% confidence level uncertainties
obtained from the error sets provided with each PDF set, while the outer error bar represents the
total theoretical uncertainty (sum in quadrature of PDF, parton shower, fragmentation and scale
uncertainties).
For PDFs such as CT10 that require the s and s distributions be equal, the Cabibbo-
suppressed diagrams are the only mechanism capable of lowering R±c . The relative size
of strange asymmetry effects using NLO PDFs is studied in ref. [1]; assuming the ratio
of d-quark to s-quark densities from CT10 and that the asymmetry which is seen in
the measured R±c is mainly due to the d-quark, one can attribute the total difference
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Figure 11. 68% CL contours of the measured cross sections normalised to the theoretical pre-
diction obtained from the aMC@NLO simulation using the CT10 PDF. The filled ellipses show
the experimental uncertainties, while the open ellipses show the total uncertainties, including the
uncertainties on the prediction. The left figure shows the correlations among the W+D∗−, W+D−
and W+c-jet cross sections, while the right figure is for W−D∗+, W−D+ and W−c-jet.
R±c (CT10) − R±c (Data) to an effect of a strange asymmetry and thereby estimate the
sensitivity of the current measurement. Under these assumptions the relative strange
asymmetry (Ass) can be written as
Ass =
〈s(x,Q2)〉 − 〈s¯(x,Q2)〉
〈s(x,Q2)〉 ≈ R
±
c (CT10)−R±c (Data), (9.2)
where the s and s distributions are averaged over the phase space. A value of Ass = (2±3)%
is obtained for the combination of the Wc-jet and WD(∗) analyses. The quoted uncertainty
is dominated by statistical uncertainties.
The dependence of the cross section on |η`|, along with predictions of aMC@NLO with
various PDFs, is shown in figure 13. Similar predictions of the shapes of the |η`| distribu-
tions are obtained with the various PDF sets. The predictions differ mainly in their nor-
malisation. The predicted shapes are in good agreement with the measured distributions.
In order to perform a quantitative comparison of the measurements and the various
PDF predictions, the χ2 function introduced in equation (9.1) is extended to include the
uncertainties on the theoretical predictions:
χ2 =
∑
k,i
wik
[
µik −mi
(
1 +
∑
j γ
i
j,kbj +
∑
j(γ
theo)ij,kb
theo
j
)]2
(δista,k)
2∆ki + (δ
i
unc,km
i)2
+
∑
j
b2j +
∑
j
(btheoj )
2, (9.3)
where
∆ki = µ
i
km
i
1−∑
j
γij,kbj −
∑
j
(γtheo)ij,kb
theo
j
 . (9.4)
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Figure 12. Measured ratios σOS−SSfid (W
+c-jet)/σOS−SSfid (W
−c-jet) (left) and σOS−SSfid (W
+D(∗)−)
/σOS−SSfid (W
−D(∗)+) (right) resulting from the averaging procedure compared to various PDF pre-
dictions based on aMC@NLO. The blue vertical lines show the central values of the measurements,
the inner error bands show the statistical uncertainties and the outer error bands the total experi-
mental uncertainties. The PDF predictions are shown by the black markers. The error bars on the
predictions correspond to the 68% CL PDF uncertainties.
The notation follows the one introduced in equation (9.1). The matrix (γtheo)ij,k represents
the relative correlated systematic uncertainties on the theory predictions and quantifies
the influence of the uncertainty source j on the prediction in bin i and data set k. The
parameters btheoj are defined analogously to the parameters bj and represent the shifts
introduced by a correlated uncertainty source j of the predictions. The χ2 function is
minimised with respect to bj and b
theo
j with the cross-section measurements, µ, fixed to the
values determined in section 9.1.
Equation (9.3) is further extended to account for asymmetric uncertainties on the
predictions. The asymmetric uncertainties are described by parabolic functions
fi(b
theo
j ) = ωi,j(b
theo
j )
2 + γi,jb
theo
j , (9.5)
which replace the terms (γtheo)ij,kb
theo
j of equation (9.3). The coefficients of fi(b
theo
j ) are
determined from the values of the cross sections calculated when the parameter correspond-
ing to source j is set to its nominal value +S+i,j and −S−i,j where the S±i,j are the up and
down uncertainties of the respective PDF sets.7 The coefficients are given by
γi,j =
1
2
(
S+i,j − S−i,j
)
(9.6)
ωi,j =
1
2
(
S+i,j + S
−
i,j
)
. (9.7)
The χ2-minimisation procedure implemented in the HERAFitter framework [71, 77–
79] is used. The cross-section measurements differential in |η`| are used to assess the
quantitative agreement between the data and the PDF predictions.
7The uncertainties for the NNPDF2.3 and NNPDF2.3coll sets are obtained from the cross-section
variations provided with these PDF sets by diagonalising the correlation matrix to determine the corre-
sponding eigenvectors.
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Figure 13. Measured differential cross section as a function of lepton |η| compared to predictions
obtained using various PDF sets: (top left) W+c-jet, (top right) W−c-jet, (middle left) W+D−,
(middle right) W−D+, (bottom left) W+D∗− and (bottom right) W−D∗+. The measurements
are shown by the filled circles. The error bars give the statistical uncertainty, while the sum in
quadrature of the statistical and systematic uncertainties is shown as an error band. The the-
ory predictions are based on the aMC@NLO simulation. The different markers correspond to the
predictions obtained using various PDF sets and the corresponding error bars represent the to-
tal theoretical uncertainties (sum in quadrature of PDF, parton shower, fragmentation and scale
uncertainties).
The results of the χ2-minimisation procedure are shown in table 9. The measured
cross sections are in agreement with all PDF predictions but disfavour NNPDF2.3. In
addition to the total χ2, table 9 also shows the individual contributions to the χ2 from the
experimental uncertainties, the uncertainties on the predictions and the scale uncertainty.
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CT10 MSTW2008 HERAPDF1.5 ATLAS-epWZ12 NNPDF2.3 NNPDF2.3coll
W+c-jet (χ2/ndof) 3.8/11 6.1/11 3.5/11 3.1/11 8.5/11 2.9/11
W−c-jet (χ2/ndof) 9.0/11 10.3/11 8.3/11 6.3/11 10.5/11 6.1/11
W+D− (χ2/ndof) 3.6/4 3.7/4 3.7/4 3.4/4 3.8/4 3.4/4
W−D+ (χ2/ndof) 3.7/4 4.6/4 3.3/4 2.0/4 4.7/4 1.6/4
W+D∗− (χ2/ndof) 2.9/4 6.0/4 2.2/4 1.7/4 8.1/4 1.6/4
W−D∗+ (χ2/ndof) 3.0/4 4.4/4 2.4/4 1.6/4 4.2/4 1.4/4
Nexp 114 114 114 114 114 114
Ntheo 28 22 16 20 40 40
Correlated χ2 (exp) 0.8 1.8 0.9 1.1 2.2 1.0
Correlated χ2 (theo) 6.2 1.9 2.6 0.1 7.4 0.2
Correlated χ2 (scale) 0.6 2.5 1.1 0.0 2.7 0.0
Total χ2/ndof 33.6/38 41.3/38 28.0/38 19.2/38 52.1/38 18.2/38
Table 9. Quantitative comparison of fiducial cross sections to various PDF predictions. The table
shows the partial χ2/ndof for the different cross-section measurements, the number of nuisance
parameters for the experimental sources of systematic uncertainties (Nexp), the number of nuisance
parameters for the uncertainties on the predictions (Ntheo) as well as the correlated χ
2 corresponding
to the experimental uncertainties (χ2 (exp)), the uncertainties on the predictions excluding the
scale uncertainties (χ2 (theo)) and the scale uncertainty (χ2 (scale)). The correlations due to the
systematic uncertainties of c-quark fragmentation that affect both the measured cross sections and
the theoretical predictions are taken into account. To avoid double-counting, these uncertainties
are added to Nexp and χ
2 (exp) only. Furthermore, the total χ2/ndof is given.
For the predictions obtained with MSTW2008 and NNPDF2.3 the scale uncertainty is
the dominant uncertainty. Improved accuracy in the theory calculation, especially reducing
the scale dependence, could enhance the sensitivity of the presented measurements to the
PDF significantly.
For values x ≤ 0.1, the HERAPDF1.5 PDF is constrained mainly by the precise mea-
surement of the proton structure function F2(x,Q
2) at HERA [71], which fixes the quark-
charge-squared weighted sum of quark and anti-quark contributions but has no sensitivity
to the flavour composition of the total light-quark sea. In the HERAPDF1.5 PDF set, the
strange-quark distribution is expressed as an x-independent fraction, fs = s/(d+ s). The
central value fs = 0.31 at Q
2 = 1.9 GeV2 is chosen to be consistent with determinations of
this fraction using the neutrino-nucleon scattering data with an uncertainty spanning the
range from 0.23 to 0.38. This model uncertainty is parameterised as a nuisance parameter
in the χ2 minimisation.
The χ2-minimisation procedure not only gives information about the overall compati-
bility of the predictions with the data, but also allows constraints on the PDF eigenvectors
to be obtained. HERAPDF1.5 is the only publicly available PDF set where the effect
of varying the strange-quark density is parameterised by a single parameter (fs). The
χ2-minimisation procedure discussed above can be used as follows to calculate a value for
fs based solely on the measurements discussed here while ignoring all previous measured
or assumed values of fs. The χ
2 minimisation is repeated for the HERAPDF1.5 PDF set
after artificially increasing the uncertainty of the strange-quark fraction fs. This procedure
corresponds to a free fit of the eigenvector representing fs while all other eigenvectors are
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Figure 14. Ratio of strange-to-down sea-quark distributions rs = 0.5(s+s)/d as a function of x as
assumed in HERAPDF1.5 PDF compared to the ratio obtained from the fit including the ATLAS
Wc-jet/WD(∗) data and the ratio obtained from ATLAS-epWZ12. The error band on the ATLAS
Wc-jet/WD(∗) measurements represents the total uncertainty. The ratio rs is shown at Q2 = m2W .
constrained within the uncertainties determined in the HERAPDF1.5 fit. A value of
rs ≡ 0.5(s+ s)/d = fs/(1− fs) = 0.96 +0.16−0.18 +0.21−0.24
is determined at Q2 = 1.9 GeV2 and is independent of x as implemented in the HERA-
PDF1.5 PDF. The first uncertainty represents the experimental and theoretical uncer-
tainties and the second uncertainty corresponds to the scale uncertainty of the W + c
calculation. Since the scale uncertainty is the dominant uncertainty, its effect is assessed
separately by repeating the fit under the assumption of perfect knowledge of the scale.
The resulting strange-quark fraction is shown in figure 14 as a function of x at Q2 = m2W .
For the HERAPDF1.5 PDF the s-quark sea density is lower than the d-quark sea den-
sity at low values of x and it is further suppressed at higher values of x. The ATLAS
Wc-jet/WD(∗) data on the other hand favour a symmetric light-quark sea over the whole
x range relevant to the presented measurement (10−3 to 10−1).
The value of rs determined in this study is in good agreement with the value of rs =
1.00+0.25−0.28 obtained in the combined analysis of W and Z production at Q
2 = 1.9 GeV2 and
x = 0.023 by ATLAS [9] and supports the hypothesis of an SU(3)-symmetric light-quark
sea. Figure 14 also shows that the x-dependence of rs obtained from the ATLAS-epWZ12
PDF is in good agreement with this study.
10 Additional results
10.1 Cross-section ratio σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗))/σfid(W ) differential in pD
(∗)
T
In this section, the measurements of the cross-section ratio σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗))/σfid(W ) differ-
ential in pD
(∗)
T are presented. The measurements are compared in figure 15 to theoretical
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Figure 15. Measured cross-section ratio σ(W+D(∗)−)/σ(W+) (top) and σ(W−D(∗)+)/σ(W−)
(bottom) in percent and differential in pD
(∗)
T compared to the MC prediction: the left plots are for
D∗±, while the right plots are for D±. The measurement is shown by the filled markers. The error
bars give the statistical uncertainty, while the sum in quadrature of the statistical and systematic
uncertainties is shown as an error band. The solid line shows the prediction of the aMC@NLO
MC simulation obtained using the CT10 PDF set. The ratio of the simulated distribution to data
is shown in the lower panels. Here, the error band corresponds to the sum in quadrature of the
statistical and systematic uncertainties.
predictions obtained from aMC@NLO using the CT10 NLO PDF. The ratio is on average
8% higher in data than in simulation. The shape of the pD
(∗)
T spectrum is reasonably well
described by the MC simulation, although a slight excess in data compared to MC simula-
tion is observed in the highest pD
(∗)
T bin, suggesting that the p
D(∗)
T spectrum in data might
be slightly harder than the aMC@NLO prediction. The measured integrated cross-section
ratios in the fiducial region are shown in table 10.
10.2 Cross sections σOS−SSfid (Wc-jet) and σ
OS–SS
fid (Wc-jet(c→ µ)) as a function
of the jet multiplicity
In addition to the Wc-jet fiducial cross section for a W boson with exactly one c-jet and
any number of additional jets, the cross section is measured with the requirements defined
in section 7.1, except for requiring either exactly one or exactly two jets only one of which
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σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗))/σfid(W ) [%]
W+D− 0.55± 0.06 (stat)± 0.02 (syst)
W+D∗− 0.66± 0.03 (stat)± 0.03 (syst)
W−D+ 1.06± 0.08 (stat)± 0.04 (syst)
W−D∗+ 1.05± 0.04 (stat)± 0.05 (syst)
Table 10. Measured fiducial cross-section ratios σOS−SSfid (WD
(∗))/σfid(W ) together with the sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainty.
σOS−SSfid (Wc-jet) [pb]
Wc-jet (1 jet) 52.9± 0.9 (stat)± 3.0 (syst)
Wc-jet (2 jets) 14.2± 0.6 (stat)± 1.2 (syst)
R±c (1 jet) 0.91± 0.03 (stat)± 0.02 (syst)
R±c (2 jets) 0.87± 0.08 (stat)± 0.02 (syst)
σOS–SSfid (Wc-jet(c→ µ)) [pb]
Wc-jet (1 jet) 2.47± 0.04 (stat)± 0.13 (syst)
Wc-jet (2 jets) 0.69± 0.03 (stat)± 0.06 (syst)
Wc-jet (inclusive) 3.36± 0.06 (stat)± 0.16 (syst)
Table 11. Measured fiducial cross sections and R±c for exclusive jet multiplicity together with the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. The lower part of the table shows the measured fiducial
cross section for the production of a W boson together with a soft muon from the charm-quark
decay. The branching ratio W → `ν is included in the fiducial cross section definition.
is identified as a c-jet. The results, including the ratio R±c , averaged between the electron
and muon channels, are shown in table 11. Figure 16 shows the measured Wc-jet fiducial
cross sections for events with exactly one or two jets compared to aMC@NLO predictions
with the CT10 NLO PDF set. The aMC@NLO central values do not describe the one-to-
two-jets ratio well. The Alpgen predictions normalised to the inclusive W NNLO cross
section are also shown for reference. The Alpgen central values underestimate the data
measurements for both the samples with one and two jets; however the one-to-two-jets
ratio is well described.
Finally, in order to minimise the systematic uncertainties due to the extrapolation to
the fiducial phase space, the cross sections are determined in a phase space as specified in
section 7.1 but in which the c-hadron decays semileptonically to a muon with pT > 4 GeV,
|η| <2.5, charge opposite to the W boson and within ∆R < 0.5 from the c-jet axis. The
resulting cross sections, for both the exclusive jet multiplicity and inclusive jet multiplicity
definitions are also shown in table 11, indicating a total systematic uncertainty of 4.7% for
the measurement with inclusive jet multiplicity.
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Figure 16. Measured cross sections as a function of the jet multiplicity compared to aMC@NLO
produced using the CT10 NLO PDF set. The predictions from Alpgen normalised to the inclusive
W NNLO cross section are also shown for reference. In the lower panels, the ratio of the simulated
distribution to data is shown.
11 Conclusion
Integrated and differential cross sections for W -boson production in association with a
single charm quark are measured as a function of the pseudorapidity of the lepton from the
W -boson decay in 4.6 fb−1 of pp collision data at
√
s = 7 TeV collected with the ATLAS
detector at the LHC. Two methods are used to tag the charm quark: either the presence of
a muon from semileptonic charm decay within a hadronic jet or the presence of a charged
D(∗) (D or D∗) meson. The integrated cross sections for the fiducial region p`T > 20 GeV,
|η`| < 2.5, pνT > 25 GeV, mWT > 40 GeV are measured for the Wc-jet events with jets
passing the fiducial requirements of pT > 25 GeV, |η| < 2.5, yielding
σOS−SSfid (W
+c-jet) = 33.6± 0.9 (stat)± 1.8 (syst) pb
σOS−SSfid (W
−c-jet) = 37.3± 0.8 (stat)± 1.9 (syst) pb
and for D(∗) mesons with pD(∗)T > 8 GeV and |ηD
(∗) | < 2.2, yielding
σOS−SSfid (W
+D−) = 17.8± 1.9 (stat)± 0.8 (syst) pb
σOS−SSfid (W
−D+) = 22.4± 1.8 (stat)± 1.0 (syst) pb
σOS−SSfid (W
+D∗−) = 21.2± 0.9 (stat)± 1.0 (syst) pb
σOS−SSfid (W
−D∗+) = 22.1± 0.8 (stat)± 1.0 (syst) pb.
Furthermore, the cross-section ratios are determined to be
R±c (Wc-jet) = σ
OS−SS
fid (W
+c-jet)/σOS−SSfid (W
−c-jet) = 0.90± 0.03 (stat)± 0.02 (syst)
R±c (WD
(∗)) = σOS−SSfid (W
+D(∗)−)/σOS−SSfid (W
−D(∗)+) = 0.92± 0.05 (stat)± 0.01 (syst)
and are in agreement with theoretical predictions. In addition to the cross-section measure-
ments differential in lepton pseudorapidity, measurements of the differential distributions of
the D-meson transverse momentum and the jet multiplicity in Wc-jet events are performed.
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The predicted cross sections depend on the choice of PDF set and have uncertain-
ties associated with the choice of renormalisation and factorisation scales. With these
uncertainties taken into account, the data are consistent with a wide range of PDFs, but
show a preference for PDFs with an SU(3)-symmetric light-quark sea. The ratio of the
strange-to-down sea-quark distributions is determined to be 0.96+0.26−0.30 at Q
2 = 1.9 GeV2.
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